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THE EDUCATIONAL VALUE OF THE LITURGY
ClW'TER I.
PsychG~og1cal.

Aspect of the LiturgY

The Chu~ch in her t~aching through the ages
has ever reached the whole man -- hiB intellect, his will, hi.
emotions, his senses, his imagination, his aeathetic sensibilities, his memory, his muscles, his power of expression. She
neglects nothing in him. She lifts up his whole being and
strengtIiens !Jld cultintes all his faculties in their interdependence. While she makes her appeal through the doctrineS'
entrusted to her, she does not contine her teaching office to
reading and preaching to her people. Her liturgical functions
themselves have a teaching power of high order. The slight.st
examination of any of theae ceramonies will show how well ada
ed they are to instruction in doctrine and the illustration at
the Gospel record. Take for example the Ordinary of the lIass.
It alone alludes to all the mysteries of Our Lordts life in
general. The Gloria in Excelais recal~8 the birth of Christ the Gospel, His pub~ic lite, the Hosanna, His triumphal entrance into Jeru.al~, The Consecration, the pasch of ou~ Lora
or His Passage trom this world to His Fath~, fhe prayer SUpplicae, which follows the unde at Iemores, refers indireet~y
to the Ascension tor it asks that the Vi~t1m lying on the .n ta
may be borne to the Altar in heaven -- thus affir.ming the iden
tity of Jesus in the Blessed Sacrament with Jesus the High
Priest who forty days after Hie R:esurrec·tion, entered into the
Eternal Ho~y of Holias carrying the Chalice of His own Blood.
This is but one of the innumerable instances in the lituru
where Catholic doctrine and Gospel record find expression in
sublime ceremony.
Then, too, the very edifice in which Catholic
worship is conducted points heavenward and tends to inspire the
successive generations of the Church's children with lotty
thoughts. It carries the mind back to the days of the basil!
in ancient Rome and to the Ages of Faith which flowered forth
in the mediaeval cathedrals, memories from the past look out
from the chancel and reredos, and the noble and disinterested
deeds of the saints are called to mind by the stained glass
Windows and by the pictures and 8tatues which adorn her c-hurches. The stations of the cross recall the great tragedy of
C'alvary wi th its story of love and self-oblation while the Tabernacle draws all hearts to Jesus in the Sacrament of His Love.
The cloud of incense carries the mind of the worshipper back
to the smoke of 8acrifices which arose fram the altars in ancient days of darkness, of struggle and of Messianic longing,
and helps to bring home a realization of the meaning of the

- 2 Ita perfume reminds the fai thtul of the sweetness of prayer and its ascent indicate. the --7
in whiah a man is lifted up to Maven throa.gh the ministry of
praYEf"r and worship. The music from her· organ and from her
chanters stirs the feelings a.nd the emotions of the worshipers
and direets them heavenwari that theT may harmonize with the
uplitt that is being experiene~d by all of manta conscious life
Nor is the worshiper permitted to s1 t back and be a mere wi tness of this liturgical «rama. He constitutes a living, moving
part of it and by his song and hi. pnyer, by his genuflection
and his poe-ture, he enters into the liturgical a.c-tiOD, which
in its totality, .bo.... forth the divine constitution of hWflaD
society by which man is made to cooperate with his fellow man
in fulfilling the destiny of the individual and 00£ society.

great Sacr1tiee ot Redemption.

Ye can discover many of the recognized fundamental principles of education in this method of teaching.
There is embodied in it ·.ensory-motor" training, the simul taneous appeal to emotions and intellect, the appeal to the memory of the individual and ot the race, the principles of cooperation and of imitation.
The Proteatant Reformation, in abolishlng all
ceremonial observance, went counter to these great fundamental
principles of education throu:gh the exercilte ot Which the ehlul'Jh
during the Agea ot :ra1 th had succeeded. in preserving in the
lives of her children, the great doc-tr-inee of reTealed truth,
not merely as appr.hended by the inte11ect or stored in the
Ilemory -- but 8;8 livirrg, active forces in their lives. It'fhere:soever you turn,- write. st. Jerome in a letter to Meree11ua,
-the laborer- at his ploagh sings an a11811011a, the reaper sweating under his work r:efre-shea himself wi th a psalm; the nnedresser in his vineyard. will sing a passage frcrn the Psalmist.
These are the songs .of our Plitt of the world, these are, aa
people say, our· love songs.- And St. Ambrose, writing of the
influence ot the liturgy .. - "Pealmody i8 the blessing of the
people, a thanksgiving of the multitude, the delight ot an assembly of people, and a language for all. It is the Toice of
the Church, the Bwee-tly-loud. profession of talth, the tullvoiced worship of atr-ftng.men, the delight of the free-heartH,
the shout of the joyous -- the exultation or- the merrY'. It
is the soother- of anger, 'be chaser awaY' ot sorrow, the contorter ot grief. !he apostle commanded women to be silent in Chtarch
yet it beca:aes them to Join in the common singing - ..
~lms are the food of childhood and eyeD infancy i t.eelt, that
w1ll learn nothing besides, delights in tham. PIIalmody befit.
the rank of kings and of magiatra. tea, a.nd ehoft8\ed by the people, eaeh one T.Ying wi th his neighbor in causiDg that to be
heard Which is good for all (~at10 in comaent. in Lib.
Paalmorum) ••

---IJl'--------

.a ..

the aboTe quotation. convince us that the peoIe areeduc&te4 :trom ch1l.O.o04 1ll the 1.1 turgy and they wen
iot- a.a l'low.~ ~or· the moat part. .peca.ton. but partie-ips. ton
at tne c:elebJ"a t-1 on o:C the solelln i1l8 true-tive and devou t officea o~ the Chl1l':ch. -'The result ot this educa.tioD," says the
au.thor of" lJIrriatian Schoo1.a ad Scholars, ...... that the lower
c1&S.s" were abl.e thoroughly to unde:ra.tazld· aM heartily to
take: pat in the ri tes a.nd offices of Holy Chu~ah. !he fta.i th
rooted itself in their h.~ts with a tenacity Which was not
easily deBtroyed, even by panal la.., b.eau•• they imbibed it
trom its founta.in S ourC'e -- the Church i tael:r. She taught her
children ou t of her own rl tual and by her own voice and made
them believer~ after a different fashion frOom the same clasa
who, in our day, Gften grow up almost as much strangers to the
liturgical language of the Church, as the mass of un'belieTerIJ
outaide ot the foli."

Paychology i . reTealing to the educaton ot
'tOday the fact that &. conscious content atnetly confined. to
the intellect l.aeks v1ta.l.ity and the power of achievement.
BTery impression tends by its very nature, to flow out in expression, and. the intellectual aoncept that is isolated trom
effective consciou.ness will be round lacki~ in the dynaaogene1\tic content, because it ha8 tailed to 'becelRe .tructura1
in the mind and remains ext~l t;n.reto. Fr-om the evidence in
this f'ield, we may sa1"ely f'omula te ~. a hncla1aental educati Te
principle, the presence in ~onsciou.n.ss of appropriate feeling
is indispen8able to mental assimilat10D. He who would aee the
perf'ecrt embodiment of' thi 8 must turn to the. org-aDlc tea.ching
of the li turgy and examine the. encbanting things it :makes . e
of to vi tali ze the t:eaching of doctrine.•
1'he c::ere.GiJ.ies of the Church, when proper-I,.
carried out, h&ve an astonishing oapa.city to enlarge and dSTelop the wholecha:rac·ter. 'fhey are a vi tal el.ement in the processea of It well-rolUlc1ecl 1.1beral education, and giye a w_dartully stimulating influence along the path of refinement and
cul tare. 18 it not characteristic of one wi th the Ii ttll:'Cical
aense, who; has a knowleage of anet a 1"eeling tor- the ceremcm1ea
ot religiOll, to ba iD8tincti'Yeq chiulroua and polite'
7urthe:rmoJ:8:, the 11 turgy apiri tuliaes the
sen8es. The taint mellow palpi ta Ung altar 11ght, the clouu
ot f'ragrance iasui.rlg f'roJIl the cenaers, the apaciou8 sanetuar,y
.~ its noble al.tar, the graft and autere mU8ic with it.
r:
i cal chan ta t the awelUng tOIlet. of the inapirfDg organ.
With its long d:rawn caaencas and 1ts 80lemn . . .ping concorD.
the gleaming Testments with theirgrace~ul or1enta.l pattern. 80
:redolen t ot the ~.r-ort clays of bloody conflict, the claasical.
Latin language, 80 full. ot cuI tuftl ftlue, the impOSing. ata.tely
ceremonial as it reverentq advances to 1 ts culmina t1 on, the

-,,-

mass ot brilliant eolor, the ordered passing
to and fro, the graduated reverences, the due order ot precedence, the studied cou~ter,y, the manitest respect for authority,
the unhesitating obedience, the eloquent silence, the uni ty o~
thought and aation, the downcast qes o'f the mbi1sters, the
attitude of praye-r, the revenntial cr_e&Ilor, the evidencre o~
inter-ior devotion, in the quiet restrained g&8tllnta, the grace
01' movement, the iecoreas postures, the dilrC'iplined ranks 01'
choir and altar boys, all this makes up a combination !or the
eye and ear- tha.t is unparalleled in Christendom. and cannot
tail to make a pro!oUlld apr-ession tlpon every b.hold.~, wi thin
the fold or out of it.
~ic m~ving

These aense impre-ssions, however, though o-r
great educative value, are but a means to penetrate the inner
IJeaning .. - the -aonse-ioul content.- :far- more important is the
soul 0:( the Litttrgy than its body.

- 5 Cl:I.lF1'JIR: I I •

'fhe J(ean1!g 00£ the Liturgy
worde are f"nquently 8aid to be ooined. To
keep up the metaphor,wbat happens to coins happens to wordsr
8. long and frequent usage wears out and blurs what was at first
impressed upon them. Rence the good. of the stud:y of wons in
their origin, since when the7 ~ thus studied, words are minted again to be circulated with something of their old-time
freshness and distiDetness about them. J'or this reason, let us
analyze the etymological deriw.ti on ot the word Liturgy.
Liturgy comes fraa the Greek word - ~e1tour
giatt (lei ton -- public and argon, work) which signifi&d any
publiC' service performed by a 01 t1zen aD behalt of the stat••
in the aatholie sense liturgy i8 the public worship of the
Church. The Greek Church r8:stric"ts the term -r.1turgytt to the
EUcharistic Saartriae. which i8 the outstanding ac-t of public
worship.
A~ the present d8.7. the woni stands in most.
minds for solAEtthing purely accesaory in Christian lite and 1.placed in the aame category aa Gothic ornament, long ceremoni ••
an d Gregori an c:haat • To eueh as the 8e, 11 tul"£7 1 s merely a
revival of anoient art, w1 th which a.rc:h&801ogy i_ chiefl,. cencerned, pos ••saiDg no iate'reat tor any but aaat&ur1J and antiquariea-. Othen again are loath.. to rei1'l8tate things now out
ot date, and are c 'on tent w1 th our modern popular clevo ti Ollll that
nave bee.w.ll tried and adapt. . to the tUBas in which we li. .,
and are appr'oTed by the C'hureh~ Othen wi thout going so 'tar',
are content to look upon the liturgy as simply the organization
of exterlcn" and publ1e: worship paid by the Church to God -- the
aarrying out 1n ttxtenso ot her rubric. and ceremonies t intEtmfe4
only tor priests. This is, indeed the body, the visible part
of the 11 tuJ'U. :at t i t must be borne in mind tha t the 11 turs7
has also a soul, whioh is invisible, and for that reaSOD o~teD
ignored. The soul is the power of glorifying God and of _anctifying men which these obJeots, formulas, and exteriGr rit. .
possess.

The liturgy then is the offioal worship ot the
It is par exeellence a social work, for it is the
prayer and sacrifioe offered by our Lord. .Tesus Cbrist on C!alvary for the salvation ot the whole world -- and o~te~d to
God on the altar' by the Cs. thalie h1erarchy invested wi th the
priesthoo.d of ,Christ, in the name of a.nci for' all. How magnificen t and secure ia the organizati on of the prinoipal means ot
Salvation -- Sacrifice, Sacraments, Holy Scr1ptures, Tradition
and Sacramental_l Such are the ma ter1a1s w1 th which the
11 turgy works, how then can it be other than the most powart'lll.

Church.

-6means ot rel.igious and social 'bette~Dt?

lfow one of the . . . . tas t ohane-teris tics of our
modern aocial. organizatien is exaggerated individualism •• We
b~e the Protestant revolt tor placing individual private
Juclgmentabove theauthorit7 ot the Chllr"c:h. and Rationalism
.
tor placing individual naaOA above all. higher reTelatien, an'
Machi~~~lian politics and industrial capitalism tor giving
tree rein to indi Tidual power il1 their spheree t and we are only
beginning to recognize the untortunate ettect. ot undue indirldualism in Catholic spiri tua11ty.
ezn accordance with the individualistic trend
of modern times, .. wri tes DQIIl Ch~.oa ta PantoHer, -the tenclaney in religious devotional lite has been to prefer separatism to communality, to make more ot private than of pablic
prayer, to put the sUbJeetive before the obJ ective, to cultiTate what is individual and to lOire sight of that which taneeends the ind.i vidual. Thus 11 turgical prayer- which a,. once
the norm-giving pnyer of all C'hrietians, has 0 ome to be regarded as an obligation resting only on certain religiOUS canmuni ti EtS • Whereas, in ancient times, all. members ot the Chumh
knew well their active part in the great official prayer o-r the
Church as a lIturgical soci.t7 -- the Ho~ Sacrifiee of the
Jrass. They have now come to regard the mass a8 an exclusiTe
fUnction of the pri •• t. Ro17 aommunion is no longer felt a.
it was in ancient tim•• , to be syabel of the re~ig1oU8 eamJIlunal life of the falth.:t'ul. The pr&7en which the people 8q
while Mass goes oa, are no longer liturgical or communal
prayers, but the prayers of each one for himselt. A gulf haa
appeared between prieat and people between the altar and the
na.ve.·
It is this individualistic apirituality that
Pius X. recognized as needing reform if the -Church 1s to C&r17
out her missioll to society.- And the heart 0'1 the liturgical
movement is to destroy this individuallstia spirit, by training catholic youth in a right understanding first of al~. and
then in the right oelebra ti en of the Holy Sacrifice. not by
the priest alone, but bys.ll who are present, in the fullest
possible expression of the Jiceleeia arana, OJ' that general
partiCipation which Pope Pius X. has said is -The primary and
indispensable source of the true ahr1atian Spirit ••

/
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!he Liturgr the First Teachi!g Instrument of the Church
1Ihen Christ gave his command to twelve illiterate men to go forth and teach all nationa, they had no
cammon school system such as we have. Yet in less than three
centuries, the hostile Roman Empire had been converted and the
lafty remarkably well-in.tru~ted. The ~atter we gather ~r..
the sermons addretised to audl.enoes not l.n Rome~ or Alexandria,
but in the small towns like Hippo. Today men find the Patristic hOlD.ilies hard to under'stand &Ten after a long o011rae in
theology and Scripture. Yet homily is the Greek for plain,
familiar discourse, and St. Augustine oould hold his ~ellow
tewnsmen for hours at 8. stretch. Indeed all ovet the ha~it
able globe there was an extent and uniformity ot Chl:'-latian
kaowledge and au 1 tun tha. t we, wi th all our resouroes have net
.een able to parallel. The question naturally ariaes. What
machiner,r did they employ in their work of teaching? The anewer is the J.1 turu -- though not, ot course, the Li turgy fulq
developed as we have it today.
In the period referred to -- the first three
centuries, from the very na.ture ot the cas.,. it wa.s through
the llass and the Sac:n.ment of Ba.pt181l that the main work o~
instruction was don:e. The eandid.atee tor C'hri8tianlty were
mainly adults, aM then as DOW, in such cases, Baptism, Confirmation am Holy .lbtcharlst went together in the ttmaking of a
Christian. It The Divine Office had not yet Tind.ioa ted its claim
to separate and distiact existenee, but was slowly developing
out ot elements contained in the Saerifiee and the preparation
for Baptism.
Y&1 ter Pater in hie ....riu. the EpiC1lrean
gi ves a beautiful pieture ot the Church at the catacombs -evidenoing the dynamic power of' the bse. -!he ](ass, indeed,
woulcl seem to haTe been said continUously trom the tiJlle ot the
Apoatles. Its details, as one by one the;y became visible in
later history, haTe already the charaC'ter of what i~ancient an4
Tenerable. .We are very old andJVe are young.· they 8eem to
protest to those who tail to understand them. Ritual, indeed,
11ke other elements of religion must grow by the same law ot
cleTelopnent which has prevailed in all. the rest at the moral
world. In this particular phase ot the rel.lgioua li:(., howenr
that development seems to have been an unusually rapid one in
the subterranean a.ge whioh preceaed Constantine, and in the ve
tint days of the final triumph of the Church, the ){ass emerges
to general view already subs tan tla.lly complete." Thus di d the
11 turg;y of the Church grow up, full of' consola ti ons for the
human Soul, and destined surely, one day, under the sanction ot
80 many ot human experience, to take exclusive possession of th
Q

~
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religiouS c:onse1ousnesa. ...ia4_ was dealing, as wi th the dust
of c:r.reeds and philosaphid, so also with the du.t of outwOJ'll religious usage, like the very spirit ot li:(e itself, organizing
souIa and bodie. out of ~e lime and c1ay of the earth, adapting, in a generous elec,tlcima, wi thin the. Church's liberty and
as by same provIdential power in her, a. 1D other matters .0
r-i tual, one thing hera, another there, trcm Tarious source. -Gnostic, J'ewish, Pagan -- to adorn and beautity the greateat
act of worship the world has .een -- 'In hoc marmora gentilillDl
olim incensa fumabant.There is ample evidence to conclude that the
Church then had for its only teachiI~ instrument it. primar,y
liturgieal fUnction, namely, the Mas • • - which was divided into
two parts. First the old Sunday School den ved trom the Synagogue and second, the Sacriflee, derived frOID the Last supper'.
our Solemn Pontifical bss is an a,bridgment of the Mass ot the
aatacombs. Duriug the first JBrt -- up to the ot:te~tory, the
Bishop acts as did the presiding officers of those first aasemblies and sits in his chair. During the second part he
leaves the chair and goes to the altar to per~or.m his office
as sacrificing priest.
The order of the Sunday School was extremel,.
simple and one might say, inevitable. First the chairman ottered an opening prayer which we call a collect. !hen the
. .rious officers read trom the Bible, extracts whiah were explained to the people. Between the extracts, prayers, p.a~a
or hymns were said or 8UDg, and the school closed wi th a. se-ries
ot prayers for _rious intenti •••
T.he order of the Sacrifice was Just as .imple.
The Bishop followed out Ol4r Lordts comma.. "Do this in e_ ..
memora.ti on ot Jle.- Aa OUr Lord first took bread into His handa-,
so the Bishop reeeiveci the offerings of the congregation. Fr_
these offerings the minister took as much a.s was needed, and
laid them on the altar. Then the Bishop, stil~ following our
LorcPs example, lifted up his eyes and pve thanks. This thanla!giving was very long, beginning with the Creation -- came down
to the Last Supper.
From all this we gather that the lIass was not
a ceremony of from twenty to thirty minutes. It la.sted for
houra, and indeed there is evidence that the early ahriatians
gave to the celebration &8 many hours of the day, or rather ot
the night, as children give to their leSS01'18 in an Ordinary
.ehool day. With the conversion of the world, and tm growth
ot infant baptism, the emphasis in the )(&S8 shitted from the
. day School to the sacrifice. It would appear from our local
SUn
l egislation on the reading ot the lfpistle and Goapel in the
Ternacular and on preaching during lass, that we are harking

- 9 baak to the Sunday School, at least in the United states.
One o-r the most interesting institutions in
the ancient Church was the c:atechumenate. A. catechumen was
one under instruction in the Christian Doctrine. Men remained
aateahUJllens- for many years -- some practiaally all their liTes.
'.rhese cratechumens were admitte4.to the Sunday School but not
to the Sacrifice; and when a catechumen wished to advance toward Baptism and the au thor! tiss of the Church had gi Ten their
C"onsent, he was lcaown as the Eleet. At the beginning 0"£ Lent
he was registered as a caudidate, the c'eremony of registration
C"oneistlng ot taking tb! name, of breathing upon him, of signing him wi th the croes and giTiug him salt. The SeasoD of
Lent was taken up wi th the intensiTe instruetion ot the Elect,
t~gh a series of ceremonies, instr1lcti OIlS and exorcisms
called. the Scrutinies. In R_e, theSe:r:utiniee were held seven
times and the candidate was accampanied by his sponsors who
.~uehed for him.
It would take too long to d•• cribe the pr~
gram here but it i8 still evident in the ritual tor the baptism
of adults. The instruction reached the climax on the vig!l o-r
]laster. The Rxorcism known as the lIphpheta was read, the cand:i:
da taB as a th,let.s 0"£ Christ were anointed wi th 011, then they
solemnly renounced Sa tan and atter reed tiDg the creed, were
dismissed. At night they returned, listened to the long recital 0"£ the propheoies, marched to the baptismal rent, made their
pro-reseion o-r -raith to tile Bishop, were baptie~d and con"£irmed
and then returned to the Church to assist at Mass and reoeive
Holy Communion.
All this gives us but a general iaea of how
the early c:hri.stia.ns were instructed in their religion. We retain something llke the Scrutinies in the intensive preparation we give the children for aonfir.mation and Communion -- and
the time consumed is" about the same, fut as Father Yorke, a
prominent apostle 0"£ the Liturgioal movement in this country,
baa pointed out -- how dif"£erent in matter and in manner. .~
us the ohildren a.re taught the anato.my of a skeletonized theology; wi tho them they learned how to walk wi th Christ, how to
believe wi th the aenturion. how to hope against hope wi th
Abraham, how to love with ~ohn. how to lift up their" eyes to
the mountains with the prophets, how to mourn wi th .Teremiaa ..
how to repent wl th David, how to be glad and to reJ olce.During the weeks of preparation instruction
was given according to a organized plan by a definitely appointed o"£ficer. For instance, at Alexandria there was from the
v~ry beginning of Christianity a celebrated aIltechieal School
'Wl. th regularl.y organized instructions.
This achool, a real
ecclesiastica.l institution, was pla.oed under the authority of"
the Bishop. The teaching of the Li turgioal aa techism was entrusted to one person, a learned man being appOinted to help

- 10 him and take his place at nee4. st. Cyril at Jerusalem, St •
.rohn Chrysostam at Antioch, st. Augustine at Hippo each ful:(ille.d before their episcopate the duties of a catechist -that is to say they were entrusted with that part of the teach
ing which was given as an .ediate preparation for baptism.
ThU8 the Church, in employing the Liturgy as
the sole means of educating a people of a degeneratecivl1izatioD, did not present a mere creed, a system of, for.ms, a cold
intellectual code. She used the Liturgy to teach the people
not only the sublime dogmas of faith, but a180 to demonstrate
to them the creaturets relations to God. By this method 0:(
teaching religion, God beeomes -God with U8, our Emmanuel.So the beauty of religion was rooted in the lives of the children. They learned to live in union with God, united with Ht.
by the bonds of pure lover they learned the true principles of
Christian Social order. Their lives proved that, -The Lltur~
aenlents friendship; it unites tholle who are at variance; it
reconciles those who are at enmity. For who can regard as an
enemy the man with wham he has Joined in lifting up one voice
to God?- Dam Le Febvre (XVI. 16).
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0HAP'.mR IV ..

The Value of the Li tum in Jlodern Relisi ous Training
unfortunately to many of our rising generation the word liturgy conTeys no other meaning than that of a
mysterious priestly fUnction. As a rule, the sense-image value
of this function is rarely aulficient to stir up the latent
emotions of the youthful worshipper and evolve inter-cMamunication between Creator and creature. Catholic educatore, therefore, should not forego any effort necessary to enrich our
youth by revealing to them the rich treasures tha t underlie our
liturgical pra.ctices. In so doing they are acting fully in
the spirit of our Holy Mother Church, who wisely attaches
much importance to the liturgy. She would instantly anathematize anyone who would «are to maintain -that the ceremonies
received and approved in the catholic Chureh and employed in
the administration of the Sacraments, can without sin be either
contemned or omitted according to the good pleasure of the
ministers or changed for other ceremonies (Council of Trent).The greatest saints have expressed themselves
in no uncertain ter.ma on this subject. st. Theresa has said.
-I would give the last drop of my blood for the smallest
practice of the Church.· A.ssuredly then it is a primary duty
of every catholic edueator- to teach their pupils to delve into
this treasure-trove. They should show those entrusted to them
that the liturgy is to religion what the word i8 to thought,
that it is a mirror in whieh they should eee truths of the
supernatural order, juet as they see truths of natural order in
the visible world.
Now the study of the Liturgy should not be a
course appendixed to an advanced course in religion, b~t should
be begun in our elementary sahools.Children in the grades are
in the moat highly impreSSionistic stage of their daveloPlent.,
and can readily see then tha t ceremonies have beea. established.
to edify them, to instruct them, to rouse their attention, that
they are a book, a Bet of pictures, present&( to them by religion. They can also be convinced that this boole, beautiful
as it i8, will be a closed book to them and will say nothing
to them of our faith, unless they are acquainted with the language in which it is written; that the pi«ture8, no matter how
expreesive,will be only vain images for them, it they are not
aequainted with their eubje~t, their meaning or their object.
If the mysteries of the li turgy axe not so
presented to our children, external worship will be almost ueeless to them and the sight of holy ceremonies, instead of
~.. nimating faith, exciting 10Te, and satisfying a holy curiosty, 'Will only inspire them wi th disgust and weariness, and

~'
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perhaPS camtempt; for it is the ch&ra.eter of the ignorant to
.eroff at what they do not understana.

This point i~ Illustrated by an anecdote of
carlyle, who was penetrated with the idea that his was an age
of unrealities and upon this conviction, he assumed a position
most hostile to religious ceremonies. Of a visit made to WestminISter Abbey in company wi th the Scottish .-pz.ophet- pr'oude
wri tes, -We were in the Deants sea 'f. .4 minor canon was intoning close to aarlyle's ear. The ch~ister boys were but
three yards off, and the charm of distance was exchanged for
contact, which was less enchanting. The lines of worshipers
:1t1 front of hiJD. si tting while pretending to kneel, making
their response, bowing in the creed b7 habit, and mechanically
repeating the phrases of it, when their faces showed that it
was habit only, without genuine oonv~1on; this and the rest
brought back the feeling that it was but pilay-acting after all.
I could eee the cloud: gatherIng in his features, and I wae
alarmed for what I had done before the service was half OTer.
wont of all the Dean did not preaoh; and in the plaoe of him
was a popular- orator, who gave us three quarters of an hour of
augary ele quene. • ••••••• Happily the en d arri Ted bet"ore a
crisis, and we escaped a catastrophe which would have set London ringing."
As I said before,c&r171e was penetrated with
the idea that his was an age of unrealities. All around him
he beheld the outer forme from which the substance had departed
He heard men muttering the words of a creed in which they no
long&r belieTed, he saw t..bem bow the knee to that which theT
no longer worshipped. He asked but one thing in the uee of
religious rites and that was Sincerity -- that they should
flow direct from the heart of man. BUt unless a man is educated from his childhood in the sublime meaning of' the ritual he
follo~, will he not in truth walk in a world of unrealities
and be among the-se who worship God wi th their lips and not wi th
their hearts?

Some will say that the Liturgy is beyond the
mental capacity of a child in the elementary grades. This may
be true of difficult dogmatic truths contained in the Liturgy.
but not of its sy.mbolism, which is one of the most efficient
means of vitalizing religious instruction in the grades. This
is evident because the symbollam i8 a direct appeal to the
imagination which 1s the most aetiTe faculty of ehl1dhoo4.
According to the l.&te Dr. Shields, lithe prevailing system of religious training places too much reliance
on mere memorizing of doctrinal for.mulas and too little intelligent effort is expended in making religious truths funetion in the mind:1S and heartlS of the pupils (PhIloaopby of

_
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do Catholic teachera in presenting the matter
of Christian Doctrine, genera1l.y follow the logical or theological order, instead of the psychological order which they
are careful to follow in the other subjects of the curriculum?
f,he catechism has b-een called the most unpedagogieal of all
our text books.- It is all there and it is all true.· But it
is not all there in the order best suited to the child mind.
What is lacking in the book must be supplied by the teacher,
and for this a teacher has only to follow sueh ~undamental
rinciples of padagogY:ls, concrete bef'ore abstract, sense
inowledge before thought knowledge; facts before d .. fini tions,
simple before complex; known before unknown. otten the religion lesson is presented in the order of words, ideas, things,
instead of the reverse order: thinge, ideas, words. If the
child is to get a grasp of things rather than of mere words,
the penny catechism must be supplemented by abundant previous
explanation and illustration as found in the liturgy.
How this can be done in practice is shown tn
a work entitled, -The C'atechism Explained in Story fOrm according to the lftmich -- or Psychological Method: (in five volllmes',by Father Baierl of the Rochester Seminary. It begins with the
objective presentation. a story from the Bible or life, a
picture, a Saint, a detail of the Liturgy. Out of this objective lesson the catechetieal concepts are evolved, abstracted, when aambiDed wi th eatechetiea.l answer and finally
applied to the daily lite of the pupil. It can be seen that
the Munich Method has the great advantage of preserving the
Gatech1sm and at the same time mal<1ng 1 t intelligible to the
child. It thus combines the narrative and the catechetica1
form o-r presentation and avoids the undesirable teatures of
either method used exclusively.
The C'atechism, Bible History and the Liturgy
form one organic whole and should mutually interpenetrate. Yet
as usually presented to the children they appear as separate
and distinct units. As far as the Mass is concerned, it is
hardly ever considered as instruction, but entirely as worship
and devotio-n. The liturgical knowledge of an ordinary child
is confined to the moving of the book and the ringing of the
bell. Father Yorke, in his method of teaching Religion, would
correct this prevailing ignorance by
(1)

~i11arizing

the children with the or4er ot
the Mass, 111. th the seas ons ot the Church, with
the Prayers that belong to the choir and the
people, wi th a general idea of the s tncture
of the Church, the sanctuary, the altar, the
names and usee of the Testmenta, Te •••ls and
the like.

(2)

~
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giYing children by the time of their'
confirmation such knowledge o1*Kass Book
like Father' W'ym:lets as will enable them
to find the Sunday DaS8, t018ad, analyze
and parse all the prayers in the order of
the Mass, to know the historical or Biblical allusions in those prayere, and to
have some knowledge of the meaning and
use of the PoIms ,0'olleets, Epistles and
Gospels."

His plan is not an abstract proposal fo-r he
formulated a course in the liturgy which he included in the
curriculmn of his parochial school in San Franaiseo. The resuIts- met wi th hearty approTal :from priests, teachers and
parents whose highest ambition was to have their children educated in those branches which make them intelligent Catholics.
His apparatus consisted of a little pamphlet
of forty-six pages, bound, in paper for as he said, -It usualq
shared the fate of the penny catechiSl'h- Half of the book tram
page tan to thirty-:f:our i., taken up wi th the order of t he ass.
Aa in the Roman Mi.sal, the book begins wi th the Proper of
the Masses of the Season, first Advent, then Christman, then
the Epiphany, followed by Septuagesima and Lent. .uter the
Order of the Des, on page thirty-fiYe}.lIaster, then the Ascensien and Pentecose, with )(asses for Trini ty, C:orpus Christi,
Blessed Virgin, cronfirmation and First Communionr the last two
are, of course, extra-liturgical, but Tery useful.
All the masses are built on a unifona system,
Jirst a seasonable hyaa called the Introit, a hymn or anthem
called the Graci...l, a third h1mn called the or:rertory and a
tourth hymn calle4 the C'Ollllllunion. These hymns are not the
L1 turg:f.cal Intro! ts or Grad.ual, but they are sung at the In~o1t or Gradual of the uas., and the title makes the child~
tamilia.r with tm proper names of the parts of the lias a • OUr
atten tion is drawn to the fact that he makes the C"ommunioll an
an them of the Ble-ssed Virgin, and the. t there is always one
Ia tin hymn ei tbe.r in the Proper or in the Common.

care: is taken to familiarize the children with
the three lines of prayer in the )(ass. J'ir'st the Sacritic-ial
prayers pr'oper to the Priest as Baerifi cer, such as the Pref"ace
and the C!anon. Secondly, personal devotional prayers, proper
to the priest a8 a.n individual, such a8 the 7orty-aecond Psalm.
and the Confessionr thirdly, the prayers belonging to the people or the chOir, such as the Introit, Kyrie, Gloria, credo
&nd. the rest. It is the obj ecti ve of those who are extending
the Liturgical MOTement to have the children Sing or recite in
BngliBh wha. t a colle'ge choir in a Gregorian Jlass would chant

-
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ill Latin.

A simple narrative of the working out ot this
lan will show that it makes the children realize that they
~f!er the Holy Sacrifice with the priest. The children assemble in the Church at the hour for )lass. Kneeling down, they
make their pre~ration Which consists of what the priest recites at tre foot at the altar. Sometimes a priest may act aa
rea.der, sometimes a teacher.
Having finished the preparation, the organ
gives the tone for the IntrOit, and at that signal the priest
enters the Sa.nctuary, tm children stand a.nd immediately begin
the Intrai t lfymn. When the celebrant has arranged the Chalice,
and has come to the foot of the altar, the children kneel and
eontinue the hymn. By the time the celebran t has read the Introit, the children have finished and immediately the rea4~
begins, -Lord,have mercy on uSf- which is continued alternatel)". by the bOlTS .and the girls. In llke manner th,e Gloria
1s said. After the Gloria the reader 1"i'J'Ci tes the Collect :from
his 1lissal, and then :follows wi th the :Bpi.tle for the aay. By"
the time the celebrant has finished the Gl-adual, and as the
book is changed, the ch ildren rise and si ng their gradual Tene
Atter the Gospel the celebrant turns to the children, reads the
Gospel ip English, makes the announcements and gi vea the in.truction.
.
The reader begins with the c.lebrant, -I believe in God- which the children continue. Du~1ng the Oft~
tory the children sing their I:qmn, and the reader begin. the
Preface wi th the celebran t. The child·ren reci te the Sanctu8
and there is silence until after the Elevatien when they airJg
a ~n to the Blessed Sacrament. The OUr Ja ther is reci ted in
chorus and the .&gnus »el by the boys and girla alternately. At
the nexnine non eWl Dipus they sing three times the 11 ttle hJrmD
-0 Lord I am not worthy".- Then they Bing the anthem set for
the CammuniGn; the reader recites the Post Cammunion and there
i B s1lence t«li the end of the )(ass. when they sing a h3mn of
!hanksgiving (XXVIII., Page ~62).·

One can see: that the children are kept busy
all the time and all the time they are following the priest.
The matter of this courae is wisely divided in a speoial syllabus for religous instruction. The first grade learns to read
-OUr Father, - the X)'rie, the short responses and the Agl'lU8 Dei,
together with the hymns, -Angel or God,- .0 Lord I am not worthy,- etc.
In the Second Grade, in addi tion, they leam
the Sanctua, their part of the Gloria. and the answer to Psalm
43. In the ~na they aan learn nearly all the Introi te.

=
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In the Third Gracle they learn to read the
lJiaene creed and the Gospel of st. lohn and a select number ot
s. In the J'1fth Grade they read and get a general explanaof the O'rfertory prayers and the cranon and they should no
knoW' by heart all their own part of the lIa•••
All this is done by gi vi r:g 8 teady and systematicinstruction tor fiTe minutes every day in the school.
On Friday afternoon tm children are taken to he Church and
eput through the Hass.As the seasons change, special explanations

~n ••
-Before First Co.mmunion and cronfirma tion" says J'&ther Yorke,
"'I have found it valuable and interesting to the children to
bring them into the sacristy and sanctuary and show them at
etla. a range the 801 tar and its ornaments.·

are given of their significance and the meaning of the

TrUly this is an apostolate of

sea~

tor no one
.,111 deny the almegation needed for such a labor. But it is
worth the trOUble, for it is only through such effort that the
children confided to us wil1 be led and -Brought unto the- .
Kounta.in of God and into the T&bernacle.- where their youth is
made glad.

Uter such a conne in the Grammar Grade., it
is presumed when children enter the High School, that they
know some-thing about God. and Hia Chureh. the earlier foundations ot relig10D having been laid. It is upon these foundations tb&t the hlp • •ool t_che~must constJ:"Uct, careful to
grade her materials. tor the 1101"al and spiri tual alongside the
1ntelleatual upbuilding. Pupils at this stage haTe enter_ a
period where cri tici . . and analTai. have more or less plaT in
their lives and every etfort should be l'8Iuie to piela and .atisty their innocent curiosity by making religion ~ovely aal IOTable. If so, & teacher 'W ill in trigue her class to peer into
the -chinks and crannies of its mysteries- and will thus encourage a steadily· growing interest in religion, with 1 ts ac-compa.nying discipline of mind and behaviour.
But what materi,a.:t. sOllle may ask, will lIuch a
teacher use in the building, of her '*.piri tual temples- -- what
methods? What t7pe. ot course' The teacher- solvell this probl_
by determining what it is tha t she wi shes to gi va her pupils.
What are the thoughts and feelings. ways and taates, ielea., anel
impressions she wan ts her pupils to take &-7 ..1 th them when
they leave sahool. She will find a mine ot aciaptable ma~er1al
With Which to vitalize religious teaching in the L1turgy:Whi~
the Church, with her motherts understanding of the mental and
moral deficiencies of her children, wi.e~ intrigues them into
aerious reflectiOll on her dogmatic truth ••

- that tea.chiDg advanced e&tIt is idle - tol 'say
hi8111 word for word, chapter for chapter~ is as useful and
eCinful all making the New 're.tament, the lCass, the Saints kne.
P d loyed. What a pale thing is dogma without its dynamic exaDl'8BSiOn in human condue-tl What will the sacraments convey if
~bb.d o~ their rich ~.p81 background? What does the first
aarmi1andment of the Church signify stripped of the glory, the
beauty, the thrilling drama of divine lOTe, which is the Jasa?
What means crhurch Histor.y emptied of its high human elements -the Saints with their enar.m, sweetness, brother-Io .. , whimsioality, tremendous strenuosity?
'f1thout this colorful supplement, a class will
take a leseon in religion as a matter of course, nor will it
reel or think, but simply -listen in- to the lesson, heav.y in,
body and mind, indolent and decorative, since it is ine",i table
that they will be left no avenue of escape from bore4om. The
correlation of the Liturgy will obviate such a calamity, for
its materials provide the interest and incident which youth's
.oul craves, and make. such y-out~ul appeal &s aetuates impulses noble anduuself1sh, furnishes not on~ tbe ~aetual elements but also the inspirati onal.

Father l'1tlm1&7, a zealous apostle of the Li t·urgical Movement in the Urlite4 states, is a str-ong advocate
of the correlation of the L1 'CurQ in an advanced course in
Christian Doc-t~!lle, and wi th this obJectiYe he is working out a
course based on pedagogical principles. -PaSSing into the FiB
Year High School· he s",., tt'the Deed immediately dictates 1tse1t
of building up OD. early- 1'otln4atioDII. The work of this year ia
to fi 11 up the founds. ti on cracks and enable the newcomera 'to
rediscover- their cateahiam, to g11mpse the old familiar truth.
with new flashes of inSight. the sub.true-ture is then set and
sec-ure. Upon it as a 'basei , the teacher must build: -- not apart
from it -- but up. It -- with tempered mortar and durable
materials:
-Giving and taking strength rec:iprocal,
And making firm the whole. wi th grac.e and beauty
So than n {) part could be removed wi thou t
In:fi-1ngement 0'£ the general symmetry ...
In this ta.ak dogma has first place, and in
order to Tita11ze dogma, to bring out its power, aetion and
achievement, there must be in its treatments those heart T8.1un
and will wInes which will..make the children not only sayen
but doers of the word (Teaching of Religion -- eatholic lCclucati onal Revi •• ) . . ,
.
.

A teacher who teaches dogma dogmatically -that is 1n a "dr,y-as-duat* manner -- will ineVitably find her
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ebildren out of reach, lost, bewildered. or discouraged. Her
rde stand for next to nothing in their spiritual conscious~Os.
consequently the teaching haa no permanence, nor can it
n~1r·to right action simply because it does not run along the
" rrent of youthta thought and.l!fe • .A:8 has been said before,
eucorrelation of the Liturgy will preclude the possibility of
:uch & calamity and will make xhe study of religion interesting, compelling and captivating.
The

first instrument in such a method of teach

tog is the New Testament, one of the principal elements of the

Liturgy. Children are 1:aacinated by its charm. An instance
of this is found in Doctor Kganta ·Confession of a BookloTer.~
.... s. small child the author was permi tted to read the New
'1'estament and he .ays, wI beoam.e. sincerely attached to the Act.
of the Apostles. And I came to the conclusion that nobody
cauld tell a short story as well as OUr Lord Himself. TheCentunon was one of my favori te characters. He seemed to be' such
a good soldier, and his plea, ~0r4, I am not worthy,~ tlashe.
across my mental vision every day of my life ••• ~ ••• 70r me,
reading as I did, the whole of the Ne,. '1'eatament was radiant
with interest - a frankly human interest. Whatever may be the
apinion of other people, mine is that the reading of the New
Testament in the Simplicity of chi14hood with the flower of intuition not yet blighted, is one oithe most beautiful of mental experiences.It is exeellent pedagogy to set up a colorful
Scriptural background, before bringing dogmas upon the stage,
to make a strong appeal. ]Jot to do so is to deprive children
of first-hand knowledge of the greatest book in the world and
also of the spiri tual powers and inspiration its pages spell.
It is wCllrth while etarnal17, and. dogma will be gi Ten through
living lessons tar more lasting than any received elsewhere.
_
. Atter Dogma, the Keans of Grace are studie« -'the means by which VI e know, lo,"e and serve God. Devotion is
the keynote. Devotion we understand as the reasoned application of the imagination and the mind to the mysteries of our
faith, resulting in fir.mness and intensity of heart toward God
and the ful~illing of His Holy Will. To this end the Mass,
prayer and the sacraments -- the ,"ery soul of the Li turgy are
the chief ends. Due instruet1&n is generally ginn on prayer
and the Sacraments, but the Jrass as a means o-r Catholic instrue-tion is rarelY' over emphasized. It is the richest treasure Chr1&tt has le·ft his teaching Church, and its educational
'Yalue is immense, nay inestimable. There is a very solid reason for s tres8ing the Mass in the High School with a view to
instilling habits of thought and conduct. It is almost correct
to say that nowhere else will the nature of youth be touched
at every point, and nothing in the whole curriculum can so

~
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{rations. The declaration or our Divine Masterts daily
age of light and love wi II. indeed, -G1 ve understanding to
• •8 tle onee.ltJridden emot10ns of young haute are not easy
~it touch, but the ](ass wakes them. Locked up things that they
ohe to tell stay in the swl, these the aee etire into sal ..
a~rT expression. What else can make our IIthargee eo 1ntensely
U tholia, enable them to gl'"OW d&ily more attached to their r8~ 1 an, hearten them to stand up sturdily for it, stir wi th
;u~ernatura.l influences the devout 111".1 The w11l of youth
without grace is weak, b~t the
meets Just this need •
..othing sostren.r.thens fal th, 80 llpl1.fts their spirit. nothing
makes ~ite as strong as appeal to their loyalty and esprit de
corps -- one of the fupdamental inst1ncts and one specially
outthruet during these years (The ](ass -- :r.r. Dlo1nney).-

t-:

".8

No better text can be given to the ch1ldren,
than the Missa.l, and according to :Father Dtmney'. experiments.
-At work there with the Latin-English text, let your pupils
talk and you can count on their thinking and feeling. It is
extraordinary how a ru t-minded class does warm up and tingle
wi th thought and devoti on once they are urged to keep track of
the Mass. ~uick~ do they aaquire the habit of obaerving what
goes on, so that they follow wi th keen intelligence the orUnary- of the
lITew ideas, grasp of thought, fervent inte:p.
est, are displayed in rapid response as the teache~ unfolds
the symbols, mbv-ements, me-anings of the Great Rite. Eyes anci
mind har~ at work, they follow the stages of the Divine Drama
wi th surpr-ising swiftness, and their at:teetian. bound and .ealed by graae, clIng to whatever things are true, whatsoever modest, whatsoever just, whatsoever holy, wbatsoever 10vel1', whatsoever of good report. What they read and prmdu- and belieT*
in their heart of hearts 1s certain to determine the trend of
their conduct. A.dd to it &1.1, the llass is the very high-school
of ~esus Christ. It. curriculum comprises the vital thiDgs 01"
lit'er the ac·ts worth doing -- the truths worth knowing. Prayer
praise, thanksgiving, expiati OD, enduring serTice, Christian e1"ficiency, progress toward Heaven.-

".8.

And how substantial and abundant is the bread
of doc trine that ie distributed to the chil.dren in the study 01"
the Missal. What mines of historical 1nformation! What a
weal th of poetry and songl In the. Mass for every day -- the're
are extracts fraa the Prophets or Apoatles in the Epistle, all
at' which throw a light on the wora. of Jesus in the Gospel. The
Seriptural setting, whilst enhancing atill further the beauty
of this plctJlre or of this mosaie, as we may call it, inoculates the children with its ge~, which developed in their
lives, transports them to a plane abo?e -- the spirit world -where dwell men and women who living the liturgy are actuated
by the true Christian spirit. There, in the spirit of the
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what our Lord and )faster taught concerning penance,
:l;UWo.eance, is better under-atood. When studying the 11 turgy
o Ash WednesdaT. they imbibe the atmosphere that bespeaks
f:!rning and is expressive of the sorrow which the Church feels
·or our sins. There, too, will they more clearly grasp the
f ignificance of Christ ts Resurrection, when atter the long and
• nitential season of Lent, the Gospel whiCh tells of it is
=:ad and explained by miniatEtrs clothed in vestments indicative
of JoY·
-The litQrgy tull as it is of the most essential and most solid principles both dogmatic and moral is in
truth the people's catechism, for when dhildren have left
school their Mother the Church ean reach them, pnerally speak~
iug, only through her worship and b~ means of the sermons which
throw light on the teaching thate g1ven. It the children leaTe
the Catechism class knowing nothing at all of the liturgy and,
therefore, not appreciating it, they run the risk of not persevering long in their church duties. Giving themselves up
to unbridled liberties, they became weary of the demands which
the Church exaets of them. They becane bored wi th its ceremonies for they have never been initiated into what goes on there
!hus, many have s lipped away and not until they were on their
4eath bed has the priest had the opportunity to awaken in their
hearts tha t spark of fai th III t in to them on the school benches
'but prevented from developing as it should on the benches of
the church (XVI., Page 224).-The value o~ the Liturgy as a means of instruction, i te pow.r in the teaching o~ ou~ holy religion, the
reason of this pow&r, may be summed up under three heads,writes Dom Maur Gregoire once pr&fessor in the seminary of
Tournai; -the char.m exercised by the beauty and the poetry of
the Liturgical chants of the ceremonies and of the churehe8;
the suggestive eloquence of the avowel of our beliefs conta.ined
in the yearly round of liturgical festivals, and lastly the instructive language of the rites -- a. language addressed to all
the senees. In all these ways the liturgy invests the truths
of religion wi th powerful attractions which captivate the imagination and war.m the heart, thU8 singularly quickening the
convictions of the mind. By this meane we make progress in
supernatural truths, not certainly by the methods of specula.tive reason which probes into dogma and never rests content
With what it knows, but the whole soul is led to love by the
truth. If this be the ea.se, ve must admi t, not only that the
liturgy offers precious opportunities for and remarkable eontributions to the teaching of religiGn, but that its method of
teaching is the best, that it is morally necessary for a.ll who
are not practiced in abstractiGn, that is to eay, for the immense maj ority of mankind ••

,;"-
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But just. &8 the direct and practical teaching

language does not dispense ue from the etudy of its gram-

of a so nei ther has the Ii turgy any pretention of taking the

m~~e of the aatechism. It is, indeed, impor~tthat the
~thS of religion be presented to the mind in a certa.in order
hlch is not found in the liturgical cycle. A systematic dewelopment thrOws light on special points, favours particular
~educti ons and makes it easier to answer obj ections. The authors of the catechism of Trent say, -It is no easy task to acqpire a knowledge of things divinely revealed (and the liturgy
contains much that is so revealed), or ha.ving acquired it to
retain it in the memory so as to be ready to give an.explanation when occasion may require. Therefore, our predecessors
bave very wisely reduced the whole scheme of saving doctrine
to four distinct heads (Preface to catechism of Trent).-

However, while we must admit the necessity of
the teaching of a definite doctrine formulary parallel to the
wri tten teaching preserved in the gospel, we must not exaggerate this necessity as is the general trend in the teaching of
Christian Doctrine. ·Catholic teaching,- writes Dr. Baelen,
-is too often limi ted to formulas. The scholar is expected to
retain it in his memory but his understandi~ is rarely touche~
and still more rarely is his will roused to follow after good.
10 remedy this we should put more lire in our teaching by brinaing it into c on tact wi th the substance of the prayers and ri tes
of the Sa.araments. The child will find in the hymns and pra~.
a magnificent summary o~ our great dogmas. Moreover, theywi11
carry with them the charm of beautifUl literature and the delightful remembranc.e of feasts a.t which he has assisted. If
the Sacraments in their turn are explained by means of their
rites the pupil will at last understand what is the outward
sign of an inward graee. Having grasped thiS, he will be :formed to the practice of a visible religion by a visible church,
that is to say, he will be a true Catholic· (Revue de ItEn_
seigement Chre tien 1910 ) ••
The value of the liturgy in the teaching of
religion is then inestimable, for the child who is taught to
live in the liturgieal cycle is distinguished by a training
that surpasses that of all other educational agencies. The
litUrgical year brings about a twofold growth in the mind of
man -- the increase of· knowledge of the truths of fai th and the
development of the supernatural life. Every single point of
ahristian doctrine is not only brought forward infue course of
the year, but inculcated with that authority and unction wherewi th our Holy Mother the Chur'ch has BO deeply impregnated her
Words a.ni her eloquent r1 tes. The fai th of the believer is
thus enlightened more and more each yearl the theological- sense
is formed in him, prayer leads him to science. There muet
needs be great progress in a. Christian soul when the objeet of
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aith is ever gunl.Dg grea.ter light. when the hope of salva~1on is almost foreed upon her by the eight of all those wonders which Godts goodness has wrought :for His ereatures; and
when ehari ty is enkindled wi thin her under the breath of the
Holy Ghost, who has made the liturgy to be the centre of his
working in ments souls (XI. Preface).-
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CHAPTER

v.

The value of the Li turgy in Koral Develol!1ent

The suitability of the Churchts teaching to
en who differ widely in disposition, temperam.nt and training,
!nd who live in widely different environments, is not to be
round in the diverse truths which the crhurch holds in her custody and metes out to each according to hie need, so much as
in the fact that her teaching reaches the ultimate springs of
human life and deals with those things which belong in cammon
to all mankind. Her teaching aims at bringing to functional
activity in each individual those deep underlying principles
on which all civilization rest.
It is the duty of a religious instructor, as
medium of the Churchts teaohing, to aim not only at the enlightenment of the minds of her pupils and to et their hearts
aglow, but also to ensure the right orientation of their willa.
The adolescent period is characterized by eagerness, lif"e and
hopefulness of au tlook. Children of this age reach out to life
color, movement, love persons, places, things, seek song and
action everywhere. And in each one, the Catholic teacher also
Bees an immortal soul with its wealth of gifts -- nature and
grace; a olosed garden r-iohly grown with interest, emotions,
volitions, aspirations. Her aim should be to touch their spiri
to stir it to living expansion; her work to reaoh the deep
mysterious wellspring of their soul where lie so many consciouB
needs, wants, appetites, aspirations, inchoate choices -- all
ready enough, if" rightly stimulated and directed, to respond
to the ·Perfect law of liberty.- It is time now for more than
the rudiments of self-knowl.edge and self-disoipline. Pupil.s
must be persuaded that straight thought and straight conduat
are expected of them. Strong moral tapa. ought, therefore, to be
80unded and their duties made very real to them.
Attentive to the clear aims of duty, they wil1
be ready for their choice -- and choice implies acting on mo.
tives. MotiTatiQn is increasingly important at this period of
Bchool life, when the pupils are really capable of much serious
ness of purpose. Motive, being the soul of aotion, their sense
of values has even now begun to spell their oharacter. To
train them not only to know the truth but to follow it in the
details of daily life, a teacher must CUltivate in them a right
Catholic sense of values and provide incent". tmmedi&te and
campelling for their vi tal powers. It is just here that they
reaot best to the -teacher ... stimulus.- To inculcate strong
moral ideals, every type of motivation whou1d be brought to
bear upon the task, natural and supernatural, rational, imaginative and instinctiTe. -In an age like this when hedonic attractions everywhere plays a brazen role in life our pupils'

.0
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tiTSS for effort and se~f-s&crifice should stand out, henee,
have to hammer in a senee of duty well built upon the lOTe
~ God and neighborr besides this, we have eaaselessly to warn
o r chargee against capriee, careleeenees, inconsistency and
~lsiveneS8 -- the very ~oes that sap at all moral fibre and
tability (XXXV., 19).is the psychological mGment to
~e clear to them their duties and to sound the slogan of
right action. God'. cla.im on their li:r-e must be. shown paramount; while behaviour ny.alB character, the real index to it
1s youth's inner sense of duty.

.0.

OUr Divine Lord -- the Perfect Teacher ... - left
HiS teaching Church as part of its curriculum for tralnihg in
moral rectitude the Commandments of God and of His Church, the
:Beatitudes, and the Works of Mercy. These a.re taught as the
fundamen tal principles of Catholic acti on and are, therefore,
the norm of catholic mora.li ty. But the-roe is danger again in
the teaching of these subjects, tha.t -the conscious content,
.trictly confined to the intellect, lack vitality and power of
.achievement.- It is, therefore, incumbent on the teacher 1n
these matters as in others, to put color, life, movement and
.purring inaent1ve in her treatment of them. Again recourse to
the liturgy supplies.the need -- this time in correlating the
Live. of the Sainta of the liturgy -- as heroes of the cammandments of the King .- as princes of the ways of the Beatitudes,
as angelic philanthropists of the Works of Mercy. These wi11
furnish ideals of which pupils wi11 think and for which they
eannot but feel a canpelling attraction. Seeing their place
in the liturgy -- they will understand that the saints are the
spiri t of the Catholic Church -in act.·
Attention can be called to the place and time
After the angels, the
Church honours the Saints. To this end the time after Pentecoa
11 specially eet as1de, tor then 1s c-elebrated the work of san
tification attributed to the Holy Ghost. During this period,
Which takes up half the yea.r, the greater number of Saint
t"ee.s ts are na tura11y to be found.
the Ii turgy devotes to the saints.

t.

It must. not be forgotten that in the Saints
we see the Holy Spirit at work, civ11izing, christianizing,
sanctifying humankind, ever so truly though ever 80 8lowly, and
1 t is through the example of the saints that the Ho~y Ghoat
.tirs the heart and wi 11 to ach1e'Yement.
Seeing the liturgy animated by the activities
of God's chosen ones, leaders, reformers, soldiers of Christ,
Pioneers of the Goapel, whose a ttracti ons are numerous and
potent for the fragrance of their works, makes strong appeal to
Young spin ts instinct wi th reverenee, chari ty and service.
!hey have the grace and magic to arouse eager appreciation --

.n4

they provide the
action.
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mot1~e8

If the children peruse the ~ssal with attentitJn to the r1 tual they will find the saints .hown them in the
ost yar1ed types. They are reTeaIea. true patriob not only
their heavenly kingdom but ,also of tfteir earthly country,
and 11'1 recogni ti on of their serviee, the Church places the
tea. ts of patron Saints of a nation in the rank ot the greatest
solemni ties. The Saints are given to U8 as our 1'a there in the
taith and from the height of heaven they ever continue to extend their protection to the country where they once lived and
where they are venera ted and whe-re their relics are pruerTed.

!t

Mter tbe .Apostles, the pioneers of the Gospel,
the Martyr's invariably capti Tate the interest of children.
1hen compared to the reward and honour gi Ten to a Taliant solcliar who gives his lit'e for his- country, their hearts wi11
throb ·...,i th admiration for the heroici ty of llarty:rdom. Uterward come all the other holy Bishops, C'onfesaors, Virgina, Holy
'Women and WidoWB. each with individual merit, each with an in4ividual inspiration. Then. the Church con1'ara her honor on
the officers of the ArmiEtlL·ot Christ -- the chief legislators
ot Religious Ordera -- st. Benedict, St. Francis of Assisi, st.
Dominic', st. Ignatius, st. Alphonsu8, etc'. A.ll these fea5te
of Saints, belonging to different periods, giva in short, the
history of the Church through all. times. There' is nothing
eold, formal or staid about them.· They were the most real, the
most human, the most practical people in the wCtrldts history,
with striking tn.! te and.q,uali ties.
Because they had the same brains, instincts.
DttrVee, emotions as ours, and because they triumphed in the
strUggles of life, the Church holds them up as Beacon lights,
a8 powerful motivating forces for truth-telling,virtuous-livin&
unselfish service. It behooTeS a Catholic teacher, there:tore,
to emphasize the fact, that the Church, in her liturgy, use.
the Saints as ins truments for her teaching. -:Devotion to the
Saints, as set before us in the liturgy, consists in imitating
their virtues.- In the collect for the feast of S. S. Philip
and James (Ray 1st), we pray that -As we rejoice in their merf
80 we may be taugllt by their example.In that of St. Agath&
(February 5th) we say., -Gran t in thy mercy tha t we who keep the
birthday of blessed Agatha, the virgi.n and martyr may. by her
example advance nearer to thee.·
It is impossible to overrate the moral in-.
tluence of all the acts of generosity and virtue practised by
the Saints, and recalled each day by the Church. The example
their edifying lives, thus kept constantly "before out eyes,
elps us to avoid evil and to seek mon f'erventl,. the ~,. -q

:t

that are aboTe.
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-At Athens in the public square, the citizens
raised statues to the heroes of their countr7. and at the sight
of their warlike bea.ring they drew themselves up. This is what
the Ii turD' does for Chr1etianll. By contemplating theee .aintIy heroes they brace themselves up and drink in new .trengtb
to go forwa~ in the way of holiness (XVI., Page 185).-
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CHAPTBR VI.

The Dis.cipl.1ne of the Li turp
-One of the ou ts'tanding characteristics of
r modern mobile code of life is the absence of conventionalO~ie8. It is assumed in society that t~ey represent an arti!i
i 1a1 and hollow code, from the pressure of which all, and eB:eciallY the young, should be emancipated (XXV., Page 198).We ean eee the complete expression of life
without conventions in the unrestrained condu~t of the products of the kindergarten theory -- ~ever say don't to the
child.. In their adolescent year~, they s.ing ou t beyond control in the direction ~ complete apontaneity. In them we Bee.
-the demoralization of the very forces which make both the
strength and the weakness of youth and a great part of its
charm, the tmpetuousity, the fearlessness of consequence, the
light heartedness, the exuberance which would have been so'
.trong for good if rightly turned, became through want of this
right impetus and control not strong but violent, uncontrollable and reckless to a degree which terrifies the very authorities who are responsible for them in that system. which i8
bringing up children wi th nothing to hold by and no thi ng to
which they can appeal (XXV., Page 199).A child who is brought up without control and
without the discipline of religion and mannera,
without the yoke of obligations enforcing respect and consideration for othen -- will be as dangerous in society aa in his
home. This is generally recognized am deplored, but except
wi thin the Church, which has kept the key to the,se questions.
the remedy is hard to find. Inspectors of elementary schools
in England have 8&id that even in distriats where the catholic
school was composed of the poorest and roughest elementa, the
discipline was better than that ·of the well-to-do children in
private schools. They could not account for it -- but we can.
It is the hour of religious teaching -- the practice for Church
ceremonies which influence the whole day and helps to create
the -aa tholic a tmoaphere- which in ita own way tells perhaps
more widely than the teaching. The hcharistic aongress in
Chic-ago also gave evidence of thi s training as was remarked by
a visitor fram Australia. In describing the children's .ass -she was aatoni.hed at the perfeat order m&inta1~ed by the Sisters -- "'There were hund.reds of policemen wfth nothing to do,she said. -The disciplined ra.nks, peri'ect Silence, respectful
demeanour, left nothing f"or the custodians of the law.- !fo
wonder their manners were gentle! For with catholiC' children,
·Fai th tells of the Prasenae of God and this underlies the relit,
While the sense of friendly protection, the love of Our Lad,.,
the Ange'ls, and Saints, the love of the priest who administers
-handling~
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!retched and depressing in their surroundings to a different
world in which they give and receive love and respect as children of God (XXV., Page a> 1) .'those who would correct the -mannerless code
of life,· find it difficult to perH~de the chi14ren of today
tba. t manners and conventions havel COl!Je to an end as a. part of
the old regime, that they are not a -hollow lt unmeaning code.
!be Catholic teacher, however, has a potent weapon of persuasion in the explanation of the ritual, Which presents a few
fundamental facts upon which manners are grounded. The most
convincing one is -- that manners represent a great deal more
than mere social observances; they stand as the outward expression of some of the deepest springs of conduct, and none
of the modern magic of philanthropy, altruism, aul tun, the
freedom and good fellowship of democracy, replaces them, because in their spirit, manners belong to religion.
As has been often painted out, the Churchts
ritual is the court ceremonial of the most perfect manners in
which eTery least detail has its significance and applies some
principle of inward faith and devotion to outward service.
Now, most of the ceremonies of the Church are outward forms of
worshipi tha t is, they are the ou tceme of an interior emotion,
expressions of religious thought and sentiments. Among these
are the different positions and movements of the body. for example, the bending of the knee, the striking of the Qreast,
the bowing of the body and the head, the joining of the hands,
downcast eyes, ete. Such acts are outward Signs whieh express,
accompany and awaken dey ou t sentiments of heart, for instance,
sentiments of adoration, humility, desire, sorrow and confidence. They are not, therefore, a ·hollow· code.
Since modest demeanor and a beccming exterior
regulated aecording to the requirements of :t'eason and faith are
constantly prescribed by the liturgy, it must, therefore, have
a great disciplinary Talue, and the continual observance of
the ritual must inevitably form habits of conduct - habits
which involve the practice of the natural virtues. For the
drill to which a aatholie is submitte« in kneeling, standing,
genuflecting, bowing making the Sign of the aross, taking holy
water, etc. - like a physical drill, naturally impOcses the
practice of restraint, attention, courtesy, poise of manner,
etc. In all this we are more thoroughly convinced of Dr.
Shields' dictum that the Church in her tea~hing reaches the
whole man; ••••• his intellect, his will, his emotions, hie
senses, his imagination, h: s aesthetic sensibilities, his memory -- his muscles and his- powers of expression (XXIV., Page
306)..

- 29 .As the purpoee of mili tary drill ia to make

nerves of the body responsive to those considerations o~
the ect for discipline which the mind already entertains, so
W*8
ri tual the mere habi ta.tion of the muscles to a mechaniln 1 process has·a disciplinary value in making the body itself
:'ponsive , after a fashion, to the call of the spirit. -Thus,
Wi te-s Ronald Knox, -in a pious Catholic family you will see
hildren not yet old enough to speak intelligently being
~Ught by their mothers to sign themselves wi th the sign of th
-rOSS in a rudimentary way.
ThUll, at the other end of the
Journey, you will find the bed-ridden patient, no longer capable of aught save mumbling, incoherent speech, still expressing by bodily gestures the convictions of a li:fe time _. Bome
tremulOUS attempt to repeat the Sign at the words of absolution, some feeble clatchlng at the heart over the words, ~a.m.
ine non sum dignus.- When the tongue almost refuses its of'fice, the hands still epring to attention (XXXVI., Page 36).-

fhe

~

1s such that the deter.minations of his

fi~e heart require some outward steadying by :formal declara-

tions, and eo the Church in instituting the Lenten Season sets
apart this time for outwardly exhibiting the pendtential senti
ments of Christians. She recognized that it must be greatly
conducive to public virtue, to appoint a time when all men,
even the wicked must humble themselves, and act virtue, that i
is a homage to the moral power, an acknowledgment, at least,
of its right to rule; a recognition of a public voice in virtu
which can stand on the highway, and command even her enemies to
obey her laws. ·Gua.rdian ot the idea of duty· wri tes Dom
Festugiere, the liturgy beoause of its legislation eoneerning
ri tual becomes a school where duties are taught.- This is especially empah8ized in the liturgy of Holy Week, because -being
not merely proposed to the mind but represented in such a way
as to oblige men to attend, with eertain proprieties of deportment, and acting moreover on the public teelings of society,
it produces a restraint and a tone of conduct which must proTe
beneficial as nHilral discipline.
Looking back to those ages when the ahurch's
discipline governed society at large, we can see the salutary
effects of her regulations. Speaking of the Spirit of Lent,
Vogt in hiB MRhenische Ge.sch1chte (Page 170). tt says, Ittfbe
songs of joy gaTe place to the seven penetential psalms, the
plentiful board was exchanged for strict temperance, the superflui ty given to the poor. Instead of the music of the bower
and hall, the chant of the -lliserere was heard w1 th the eloquent warnings of the preacher. Forty days fast overcame the
people's lust. Kings, princes, and lords were jumbled with
their domestics, and dressed in black instead of their gorgeous
habits. In Holy Week, the mourning was still more strongly expressed; the church became more solemn; the fast strieter; no
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altar was decorated; no bell sounded and no pompous equipage
rolled in the streets. Princes and 'l&8sals tich and poor,
went on foot, in habits of deep mourning. On Palm Sunday,
after reading out of the history of Christ, every one bore his
alm and nothing else was heard but the lIuff..:rings of the
~5eiah. After receiving the Blessed Sacrament on Maundy
rnursday, Bishops, priest~, kings, and princee proceeded to
wash the feet of the poor, and to serve them at table.And in the life of st. Elizabeth of Hungary, we
have the following account of her practices during these days
(count Montale.mbert, Page 6') ~oth!ng ca~ express the ~er
Tour, love and pious veneration with which she celebrated tho.
holy day. on which the Church, by ceremonies so touching and
80 expressi Te, recall.s to the mind of the fa! thful, the sorrowful and unspeakable mystery of our redemption. On Holy
Thursday, imitating the King of Kings, who on this day, rising
from table, laid aside his garments, the daughter of the King
of Hungary, putting off Whatever could remind her of worldly
pomps, dressed herself in poor c-lothes, and with only- sandals
on her feet, went to visit different churches. On this day
abe washed the feet of twelve poor men, santimes lepers, and
gave to each twel va pieces, a white dress, and a loaf. A.ll the
next night she plssed in prayer and medita.tion upon OUr Lordts
passion. In the morning, it being the d.ay (l1;ll which the Divine
Sacrifice was accomplished, she said to her attendants, -This
day is a day of humillatiGtn for all, I desir-e that none of you
show me any mark of respect •••••••
What an influence such annual seasons of humiliation in sovereigns must have exercised on the formation of
their own hearts, and, through thsn, on the happiness of their
sUbjeats. ~~ this was in conformity with what the crhurch,
in the office of that day, inculcates by example. Nothing,
surely, but the inculcation of this feeling, or rather the
making it the very spirit of its solemnities -- could have effected such response in the religious observances of the people
Now it must not be thought for a moment, that
they resulted ra.ther from custom than from feelina; &8 though
king-s and princes were not likely to assist wi th much earnestness at these ceremonies, but rather left them to b~performed
by priests in their churches. On the contrary they would have
greatly shocked their subjects had they neglected due and respectful attention to these ecclesiastical offices. When the
pious emperor, Henry II., Was returning t"rom Rome, where he
had been crowned, he stayed his Journey at Pavia, that he might
celebrate Easter. So too, some of the chronicles of England -often record the place where holy days were passed. Rymer has
preserved a writ of Edward III., cammanding the ornaments of
his chapel to be sent to calaiS, where he meant to keep fest!-

.. 31 (Tam. III., Part 2, Page 7).
These are but few examples of the effects of
the Ii turgical discipline. Nor are its effects less palpable
in our own day. See how our churches are croWded for all ser'Vices, look to the hospital wards and you will see many a young
girl devoting her leisure hours to the care of the sick __ c-he ..
ing the destitute sufferers. rrount the social workers minister
ing to the poor and making every effort to -ins truc-t the ignorant- in the truths of the Gospel. And in all JOu ;see. no coldness, or precise formali ty, as though it were a forced and unwilling duty. On the contrary, there is always ,an alacrity and
cheerfulness, a familiarity and kindness, which prove it to be
a deed of chari ty done for Christ's sake, and in example of the
humble and suffering s ta te to which he reduced Himself for me.
This is a strong and inco~ertible example of
the happy influence which the discipline of the Liturgy exerts
upon the general happiness of man, and the sha.ra it has in
humanizing men and rendering their actions conformable to the
:reeling and precepts of the Gospel.
That discipline is necessary to t he Church fS
system of education is patent. For to develop men's hight
faculties. to re-instate him in the possession of thos~ spir1tua
gifts, lost by sin, the moral weaknesses resultant on the fall
of man. must first be conquered, and this is only effected by
the physical and moral diSCipline of the liturgy which iouChes
every spring of men'e conduct.

• 3~ CHAPTKB VII.

The CUI tural value

0f

the Li turn

It is unquestionably the business of education
to seek a remedy for the materialistic tendencies- of the times.
1hil e there is a general agreement as to this necessity, there
fs naturally a divergence of view concerning the direction in
which remedy should be sought. Some seek it in a larger intusion of the so-called culture subjects into the curriculum,
poetry and music, literature and art, are consid.red the onl$
correcti ves. Othera, while admi tUng the value of culture subJects in checking materialistic tendencies, seek for the effective antidote in the teaching of positive religion, while
still others seek the source of crulture, not so much in the sub
Ject matter of the curriculum as in the method of stUdy employed, and they seek the remedy for materialism, not so much in a
'afini te set of religious tenets as in the way in which all
truth is held in the mind.
CUlture requires Bome knowledge of a variety
of 6ubj ects, and the broader the range of these subj ects, the

broader will be the culture; but this is not the whole. It ia
manifes ted by the quali ty or fibre of the mind rather than by"
its content. A knowledge of forty different sciences would not
nec'assarily produce culture, for being a quality of the mind,
it is measured by the correlatioll of thought rather than by the
thought itself. While it demands a wide range of knowledge
covering the fields of religion, of philosophy, of science, of
literature and art, it demands still more imperatively that all
knowledge taken into the mind be incorporated into its life,
that the mind be not rendered a ~ere passive receptaole of
truth, but a living, acting orgallism, every fibre of which responds to each new truth wi th which it comes in con tact.
Viewed from its emotional aspect, culture demands a reasonable development and a complete control of all
the emoti ons. The perfect embodiment of culture in all i t8
aspects - phYSical, mental, moral, emotional and spiritual is
found in its entirety in the liturgy and organic teaching of
the Catholic Church.
From the ea.rliest Christian times we find the
ehurch inSisting on the importance of culture; to say that she
has been the mother of all the arts is to be guilty of uttering
:lati tudes. Her teaching -reaches the whole man, - and it has
een wi th the aim of cuI ti va ting and uplifting feelings and
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:turgical Service. -The Chur-t::h,· sa.ys Pope Pius X. in his
..oto pr-oprio· on the subj ect of Church llueic. has always
cognized and honored progress in the arts, admitting to the
r:rv ic-e of religion everything good and beautiful discovered
:,. geniUS in the course of ages -- always, however, wi th due
..-ard to the liturgical laws.-

Now, among these arts, music has invariably
held a high, if not the foremost place. While painting,
.culpture, and archi tecture as products of genius could appeal
to a compara ti vely small number, the song, composed and set to
music by the .great artists, could be and actually was taken by
the people, as the most fitting utterance of their feeling.
HOW true this was in the Old Law is readily seen from the Book
of psalms Which not on~ supplies the inspiration but also incites the Israelites to the proper musical expression -- -psalIi te sapienter.- The Church of the New Dispensation has earried on to a higher plane, with a deeper meaning, the song-im~lse of the Old.
Both in the psalmody of the monastery and
the prescribed oftices of the Cathedral Choir, the Canonical regula ti arUI IJB.ve given the pret'erenee to regular eeelesiastical ehants over the priyate recitation of the breviary
hours; and the Divine Oftice iteelf has been constantly enriched by the wri ters of antiphons, sequences and hymns. -It
is through her officia.l form of musical expression through
whose strains today, linked to the words of her liturgy, that
the Church teaches, and prays, medi ta tee, mourns and jubilates
(XVI. 229).-

in

That this music has a natural place in the
. curriculum ot' our C-a tlltolic schools is becoming increasingly
evident in our day when the discoveries of modern science are
leading us into a fuller appreciation of those methods which
the Church has consistently used in the transmissic;n of her
message. Since appropriate feeling is neeessary to assimulation, it must be necessary to the assimilation of religious
truth as it i8 to other branches. Thus we understand the importance which the Church has always attached to an appropriate
musical expression of her dogma; we understand her insistence
Upon musie of a specific kind, which will not merely stimulate
the feelings in a general way, but will embody her dogma in an
appropriate form of expression.
-The Church,- says st. BaSil, -in order to
excite in our soula tender sentiments of piety, combines with
her teaching an .agre.eable melody, tha t, though unable to understand the words pronounced, ou:r hearts may be lured to a willing captivity in the soft bondage of its delicious sweetness ••
4nd St. Agustine, -The hymns and song, 0 my God, and the sweet
ehant of the church stirred and penetrated my being. These

- ,,-

voices streamed upon my ear. and cau.ad truth to flow into my
heart; from its springs the emotions welled up and lastly
tears poured forth, and I rejoice4 in them.These words of the Doctors of the Church throw
a light on a point which eannot be too strongly emphasized and
one to which Pope Pius X. called the attention of the world in
his masterly Mota Proprio on the subject of Chureh Kusic, namely that the primary funetion of Church KUsicis not to entertain or to give pleasure but to lift the soul to prayer by adding life and efficacy to the liturgical text I ·vivificare at
fecundare.- There are three ways of adding life and efficacy
to the textr one is by an enrichment of the doctrinal contant
through symbolic uee of themee, the other, by supplying that
power -- that energizing force, which feeling adds to a merely
intellectual concept. -The Church through all forms of her
organic teaching, aims at cultivating teeling, but does not
allOW her teaching acti vi ty to culminate in teeling Which she
values chiefly as a means to an end, she employe it to move to
action and form character and she never leaves it without the
stamp and guidance of the intellect. Ae the teelings glow into incandescence, she imparts to them definite direction and
anima tes them wi th a purpose, which after the emotions and the
feelings subside, remains as a guiding principle of conduct
(XXXIV. 3l4).1t

To these two functions we might add a third,
which is to cultivate an ability to distinguish between different types of emotional appeal and respond only to the highest. All these are essential elements to be considered in the
educational function ot mueic:.
.
In all three respects the Liturgical Chant
stands eupreme. It enriches the doctrinal content by lif'ting
into consciousness, in a new significance, certain associated
ideas by means of a series of sound pictures taken from mystically related offices. We have an example of this type of
enrichment in the Dss tor the Dead~ Here the music is a living tissue o~ related sound pictures whieh add to the content
of the printed or spoken word, bringing a message of consolation and 14 hope to the ear attuned to receive it. As we Sing
the Tract and ask that the soul of the deceased may be forgi ven his s ins and helped by divine grace to reach eternal joy,
the melody lifts into consciousness the scenes which usherea
in the dawn of OUr Lordte Resurrection -- the Chosen Vine -the power of the Word of God -- the hart panting for the fountains of' waters, etc., and, finally, the shout or triumph of'
Holy Saturday, "Laudate Dominum Qlmes Gentes.- .But should the
.ihd fail to catc.h these symbolic applic.ations, it can hard.ly.
fail to realize the mystical intent whereby the melody of the
gradual ItRequiem Aeternam- is almost an exact replica of the

umPh&l'1t Gradualot Iaate:t. Hen eur appeal that the

S01ll.

_.&y reach .tarnal light ia expressed in the same .tni1'ls whieh,
at Ea..ter, announced the Day which the Lori: had made tor exul-

tation and 30T. Y. &asure 01l1"..8elv.a that the soul of the Just
is held in eternal remembrance and canno t be touched bT tllL.
owers of evil, in the same .tn-ins which, &t kster, expteea~ our con:f'idence- ill Qod's Goodness and l!fs Rverlasting .e-ray.

1'h1s close linking together in .elodie identi
of death wi th Resurrectien, and wi th that one supreme victol!y
oyer death whieh is the hope ot the individual soul, is mol'e'
realistic and more convincing in music, than it could ~
any mere verbal connection, and as a ma UItr _of tact the wod.
attempt no such enet parallel. Th. implication 1s there nt
the music: make. it exp11ci t. In4e" , the music goes a step
further in its suggeative power, and remind8 us of a Quardi...
jngel whose loving care is untouched by aeath; it weaves in
• mystical reference to the eternal marriage f'"east ot the Lamb,
to raise the hearts of thoae who know the' Gradual ot the )[as ..
Pre Spormo. etapeaaa. rhua does the Jlusia en:t1= the doctrinal
content by what migh t be called a aymbe11l: eode of eros. nt'er..

ences.
'fhtOugh he-r muaier, moreoTer, the Church .uppl
with a key to the 4if~8r.nt degrees and qualities of feelipg whiah diatillguiah on... eason from anether, one f.ast t:rall
another. It teach.s u. not only when but how she mournal .ot
only when but h •• ahe Jubilate.. lUah of thie ia conTeyed br
the music alone. :rOll' II%8lIlp1e, the single wont -.Alleluiahcurs oonatantly throughout the li turgieal year. In the
printed or spoken worcl th.re is no. change frOID season to ......1'1
!he music: alen. suppliee the commentary on the tut, and eoa-nye the d itt'ehnce 01' quality between the J 07 ot Gae a . .e ••
and another, ot one t:east and anoth... Hen we :tind the ra1Bbew ahaci" of the Church t • mo04s, tranalated into mus1c, .elothH with irifini te ftrieq-. )'rom the tenta ti T8 and huab1.
tenea of the .Alleluia of HolT Sa turclay when the soul can hanly
belleT. in its own ealvaticm, when the price of the Mcriti"
la yet toe close at hand to forget the pain which WOD. the trltIIrph -- tuough the gradual c:reacentf. o~ JOT and exult&ti_
to the A.sc8ll81on, through the lD7at1cal. r.n ..... l of Pentec•• t,
and the innocent almost naiTe nJolc-1Dg8 01' Chriatmaa. .&11
theee ahades of feeling are contained in the liturgical ••sic
1rhieh give. ita tne character Wte the une-hanging word, vi Titying the letter, Which killeth, by addIng the spiri t which
l'iTeth 11:te. It

us

A11 this is educative in the highelt sen8e, and
11' music is the educatioD ot feeling, Liturgical mUlic 1e par

,excellence, the education of Catholic f"eeI1ng. Through ita
tid the chi
in our letho.le will learn to recognize the
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. ,i.tinction between Christian and :pagan feeling. music,
. roperly taught will becGJlte for them, not a series of more or
pretty sounds to delight in, but an intellectual and spmbo liC code .- raising their minds and hearts to the standard
of the Church's thought and feeling. If it is the function of
the era tholie school to form their minds through sound doctrine,
it m.ust be no less its function to form their hearts through
sound feeling, that there may be no contradiction between
truth and its expression. Failing this, the heart seeking
beauty -- may perchance find satis:faction elsewhere, and dogma, became inarticulate, may perchance sicken and die.

¥.S6

This explains the psychological basis of the
Church's insistence on the particular form of Liturgical Chant.
She did not leave to chance this formation of the emotions,
but taking ::the arts to herself, she shaped them to her own purpose. This also explains the words of Pope Pius X. when he
set before us Gregorian Chant as the -type or norm- of Christian musical prayer, and i ts fun~tion to "Raise and form the
heart of the faithful to all sanctity,- -- the highest spiritu
culture.
~ere is then a cultural, classical standard
or type of Christian expression as there is a cultural clas8.
leal standard of Christian life. As the Saints and Martyrs
are placed before us as models for our imitative faculties in
the realm of Christia"n life and action, so in Li turgical Chant
we are given Models for our imitative faculties in the realm
of Christian feeling, by which to orientate our emotion.

The tim~ has passed when music may be studied
as though it had first seen the light of day in the fifteenth
century, and had developed from that date to the present. Such
a presentation ignores -- not only the music or classical times
of which but little remains to us, but fur~ ignores more
than a thousand years of medieval music of whioh we possess
a vast and significant Ii terature -- namely the ecfflorescence
of the Christian Spirit in terms of this particular art, before the Renaissance substituted naturalistic expression for
symbolic expression and thereby brought abou t the di vorce o~
art fram religion.
BUt in spite of this separation we still
find the roots of these modern secular arts thrust deep into
the heart of the liturgy. From the liturgy sprang the mystery
plays, the moralities, and from them the modern 8ecular drama,
oratorio, and opera. From the ancient ecclesiastical modes
in their rich variety and subtlety were deduc:ed the two modem
scales as a compromise to serve the needs of modern harmony.
From the free and soaring flight of Gregorian rhythm was deduced the system of measured divisions as a convenience to
Serve the needs of . pelyphonic singers. And now we find
~odern composers tracing back to Gregorian sources the models

·-

tor the various musical forms of modern music.

Vincent d'Indy
. i'n a recent a.rticle traces back to Gregorian sources such forms
s the independent balanced phrase, the song form, the SUite,
~herondo and the "Variation. ItJ maintain, - he m..-i tes, -that
Gregorian Chant ~ot only ha.s had a strong influence upon
modern musical art -- but has directly given it birth -- sinee
all the forms symphonic and dramatic which haTe succeeded each
other in the course of centuries, and whose authorship have
been attributed to this composer or that, existed already in
a clearly defined and characteristic manner in the more beautiful of the Gregorian melodies, which melodies, indeed for a
thousand years were the sum total of all music.We might ask the scientists of the educational
world today,~Is there anything new in the educational protessian, for which the Church has not been responsible? "
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-Give honour unto Luke X~ngeli8t;
For he it was (the aged legends say)
Who first taught Art to fold her hands and pray.
Sca.rcely a t once she dared to rend the mis t
Of devious symbols; but soon having wist
How sky-breadth and field-silence, and this day
Are symbols also in same deeper way,
She looked through these to God and was
God t s priest. (Dante Gabriel Rossetti)
-when we consider how much of the direction 0'£
life depends upon the quality of our taste, upon right discernment in what we like and dislike, it is evident that few
things can be more important in education than to direct this
clirecting foree, and both to lear~ and teach the taste for what
is best as far as possible in all thir~s. For in the matter
of taste nothing is unimportant. Taste influences us in every
department of life, as our tastes are, so are we. The whole
qual! ty of our inne-r life takes its tone from the things in
which we find pleasure, form our standard of taste (XXV. 182).w
In the education of taste it is needful that
the child should Weat butter and honey- -- not only so as to
refuse the evil and choose the good, but also to judge between good and good -- and t a knew; butter from honey -- and
honey fram butter. This is the prinoipal end of' the study 0'£
art in early education. The dOing is very elementary, but the
principles of disoernment are something for lite, feeding the
springs of choice and delight, and making sure that they shall
run clear and untroubled.

.-

The general principles of art together with the
History of Art in c- onnection with the training of artistic
taste are a very important factor in aatho11c Education because of its close relation to the springs of spiri tual lite,
to fa.! th and devoti on -- and also in so far as taste in art
serves to strengthen or to undermine the prinCiples on which
eonduct is based.
The ahurch, conscious of thie neect. has ever
encouraged the Fine Arts and enlisted them in her- Ii turgieal
ser.vices. Her influence was '£elt throughout the great centuries of art, and tile spirit of her liturgy called into existence many o~ the greatest marvels of aesthetic inspiration.
The uni Tersally admired ca thedrals, the abbey churches of RUrope, the handiwork of the skillful and pious guildsmen, proelaim to all succeeding generations, the power of her inspira-

~
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Historical datashowa that in the oTerturning of the ancient world, art was the first to perish. But
c;hristianity in giving to the minds of its followers a. higher
ideal, erea ted anew the desire wi thin them for the works of the
poet's fancy, of the painter's brush and the sculptor'. chisel.
'!'he ideal was changed and the new art became essentially re ..
ligi ous • Art had now the way clear before her to noblest
flights, and she sailed aloft in the ahurch 'a 11,turgy. In it
ehe hovers among the clOUds, sings ~ongs of praise with the
angelb, and guided by the Spiri t dares to reflect the Almighty
and the Infinite •. ~at a lublime importl What aesthetic inspirationa! Yet these were part of the every d.ay curriculum
in the church ta primi ti ve teaching.
In the rratacanbs -- the class rooms of the
Apostolic College -- may be seen the very first liturgical
representations.~e study of the liturgical representations,
says De Rossi, in "Roma Sot-terranea, ·"confirms the observations
already made on the order in which the progress! ve developnent
of Christian Art was brought about, -- the spmbol quietly disappearing, while the representation of historical facts was
step by step assuming its proper place.lio one who read. the history of art during the
Middle .!ges will deny to the Church the glory of having foatered it at its birth, nouriehed it through the yeare of its tenderness and then led it to the perfection of all that had been
seen before. writing in her ~egend8 of the Monastic Orders,·
Ire. Jameson speake of the cloist&rs and their inhabitant.
thus; -There learning trimmed her lamp, there contemplatioD
plumed her wings, there the traditions of art, preserved ~ram
age to age by lonely studious men, kept alive in form and color
the idea of a beauty beyond that of earth, of a might beyond
that of a spear and the .shield -- of a divine sympathy with
human suffering.-'
As we advance into the Middle Ages, we observe the Christian idea unfolding itself in art of imposing
ma.jesty and of exceeding beauty. First -- naturally in architecture. The architecture which ultimately prevailed in .acned
buildings of "estern Europe was that whieh we' call Gothic. The
di stincti ve epiri t which prevades all its forme is wha t we have
to consider. Tha t ,I would sa..Yf is the spiri t of myste-ry and of
a.spiration. A Gothic cathedral seemed to he an epi tome ot areation. In its u,stnass it was a sacramental image o~ the tm1verae; in its diversity it resembled na.ture; in its unity it
SUggested God. But it suggested man, too. It was the work of
mants h~nds, shaping the solamn vision of his soul into embodied a.doration. It was, therefore, the grandest syabo1 ot

I'
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union between the divine and human which imagination ever eon·
. ce! ved, which art ever moulded, and it was in being qmbolic
of such union that it had perpetual commemoration of Chriatts
sufferings and a sUblime publication of His Glory. Its ground
plan in the figure of the Cross was emblematic of Calvar,y. Its
pinnacles, which tapered through the clouds and vanished into
light, pointed to those heavens to which the crucified had ascended (Henry Giles Medieval Art).The Church,eve~ mindful of pedagogical principles, does not ignore the very considerable part played. in
the life of man by the tangible and material reali ties. Man
first feels, thenthi~s. From visible things he rises to
things invisible. And so exterior magnificence stirs up within him interior feelings, which in their turn are. transformed
into thoughts and desires. To reach the mind of man and to in
nuence his will, one mus t pass through the door of the senses.
That is why OUr Lord preached in parabl.es -- and tha t is why
the Church in the Middle .Ages used as a pregnant source of
instruetion -- type and ant~type, prophecy and fulfillment.
rt was an instrument of tea~bing which was popularly appreciated, providing subjects tor sculpture, painting, glass,
tapestries, etc., and formed a Biblia Pauperum of an instruative and faSCinating character.
Favorite among these types was that of the
BUrning BUsh -- the Rubus Vlsionis of Sinai, in which God
spoke to Moses, the bush aflame yet not consum.ed, where type
and ant1type were often combined by enthroning the Maiden
Yother amid the fiery b~dnches of the tree. Practically it
was the illustration of the words of the Creed, -Born of the
Virgin Mary.- Chaucer opens his ~ioress Tale- with the invoca tiona

o llother Maid!

o

0 ]Caid and Mother f"reel
Bush Unburnt, burning in Moses t si~ht

showing that he was wr1 ti ng for a people who thought in symbcis.
~e Burning Bush is one type used in the Advent liturgy
in the Great 0 Antiphons whieh are given
especial prominence in the novena before Christmas. The one
I refer to Is; ·0 Adonai, et dux domus Israel, qui Moyai in
igne flammae rubi apparuisti et ei in Sina legem dedisti. Veni
ad redimendum nos in brachio extento.- In anoth~ antiphon
in the office of the Ble·ssed Virgin is given the expla.nation
of this type which Chaucer knew; itRubum quem Tiderat Moyse.
~ombustumJ conservatam agnoTimu8 tuam laudabilem virginitatam; Dei Genitrix intereede pro nobis.-

80 in the ancient twelfth century glass,
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remaining in C'anterbury Cathedral, may be seen -Koyses cum
rubO ,- with the corresponding antttype, -Angelus cum Maria.and beneath the words, "Rubus non consumi tur tua nec combur-i tu
in carne virginitas.·
An interesting picture is extant that is attributed to the genius! Rene; .Juke of AnJOUj ,g.thfij7 of the unfortunate Jlargare-t. It is a triptych, the central compartment of which shows the Dadonna and Child enthroned in a tree
of flame; below Is lCoses feeding his flocks, and about to take
off his shoes at the bidding of an angel, with the words of
the last antiphon quoted, inscribed.

Other types taken ~rom the liturgy that inIpired expression in IBinting, sculpture, glass, carving or
tapestries are -Radix Jesse,· -Gedeonte :Fleece,. -The Incense Cloud or Virgula Fumi and many others. These are aufficlent to r'eveal the noble minds of those centuries, when the
Church,employing her liturgy as an instrument of teaching~not
only showed what was best, but gave the principles by whioh it
was to be Judged. Through her tos taring care, e. r-t reaohed a
'eight cat: glotyc" that succeeding ages -- .i th all the helps
of complica. ted method~8 haTe never ~t:talnell·.~~.
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1'he Dramatic Aspect of the L1 turgz
Keenly sensitive to the value of dramatie
resentation, the Church developed her liturgy to show for'th
~he constitution of human society, the relationship of various
classes to each other, the obedience, reverence, and cooperation which each one owes to his superior and whiCh all awe to
God.

The dramatic tendencies of Christian worship
a.re primarily revealed in the central and most solemn rite of
that worship --- the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass --- an e8sentially dramatic representation of the most critical moments
in the Lite of Christ. It is His very acts and words that day
by ,day throughout the year the officiating priest resumes in
the face of the people.
Everything that constitutes and acoompanies
a. drama of the highest artistic value is included in this
sublime drama of the 11 turgy. Among these acoompanimen ts, a.re
the ceremonial, vestments, ornamentation at the altar and the
Sacred Text, which is the most important. The character of
the latter is eminently poetical, being not merely desoriptive
but representative -- now narrating historically, now i11u8.
tra ting and interpreting. now sighing and moaning, naw mounting to the vaulted roots in glad shouts of victory, then with
lovely sweetness adoring and giving thanks to the Saviour on
the Altar, whom it represents in converse wi th His belayed
souls.
'
However, the dramatio character of aatholic
worship is not confined to the Eucharistic Sacrifice. The
same dramatio principles govern many other points of the ri tuaJ.
Take for example, the caramonie-a of Gall.ican origin, used at
the dedication of a. Church. The bishop and his a ttemdants approach the closed doora of the Church tram wi thout, but one
of the clergy, quasi latens" is placed inside. Three blo....
Wi. th a staft are given on the floor, and the an them is raised,
"'Tollite portas principes, Teetrae et ele"l'8Jllini portae aeterna
les, et introibit Rex Grriae.From within cames the question
r
Q,uis est iste rex Gloriae? and the reply is given -- Dominus
vir-tutum ipse est Rex Gloriae! Then the doors are opened and
as the procession sweeps through, he who was concealad slipe
out, -quasi fugien",· to Join the train. It is a dramatic
representation of the expulsion of the spirit of evil.
A number of other instanoes ar'e found in the
ritual for Holy Week. In Monasteries, where the liturgy ia
actually l1ved,the Saored Passion is resolved into a regular
oratorio. A tenor Toice renders the narrative of the
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.Tangelist, a soprano the sayings of the Jews and disciples,
a baSS those of Christ Himself. To particular episodes of
these Passions, special drama.tic action is appropria.ted. llaun
1.&1 Thursday t s ceremony -- the Washing of the Feet and many
other fragments of the ritual have the potentiality of drama~
development. Symbolism and mimetic action are there. The
other important factor, of dialogued speech is latent in the
practice of antiphonal singing. The characteristic type of
Roman Chant is that whereby the two halves of the choir answer
one a.nother, or the whole choir answers the single voice of
the cantor, in alternate versicle and response.
The antiphon was introduced in Italy by St.
Alnbr'ose of Milan. It had originated. according to tradition.
in Antioeh. had been in some relation to the histrionic tendenoies of Arianism, and was possibly not altogether uninfluenced
by the traditions of both Greek tragic chorus and of Jewish
psalmody. At any rate, it lent itself to dialogue, and it 1~
from the antiphon that the actual evolution of the liturgical
drama .tarta.
The choral portions of the lCass were stereotyped about the end of the sixth century in the Antiphonarium
ascribed to Gregory the Great. This campilation,which included a yariety of antiphons ar~nged for the different feast
and seasona of the year, answered the needs of worship for
some two hundred yean. Wi th the Ninth C"entury, however,
began a process, which culminated in the eleventh, of liturgical elaboration. Splendid churches, costly vestments, protracted offices, 'magnificent proceSSions, answered especially
in the great monasteries to~ heightened sense of the significance of cult in general, and of the Eucharist in particular.
The traditional Antiphonarium seemed inadequate to the capacities of aspiring choirs. The Gregorian texts were not replaced, but supplemented. New melodies were inaerted at the
beginning or end or even in the middle of the old antiphons
marking another s t . in dramatic development.
It is not within the scope of this paper to
trace the evolution of liturgical drama nor to prove that the
miracle play and the tournament8how the efflorescenc:e ou tside the sanctuary of the spirit of the liturgy. But it is
to the point to emphasize one aspect of its cultural value,
that the actiQl18 prescribed in the ri tual are essentially 41"&- ,
matic -- and a're expressive ot the highest level of aesthetics
because of the sublimity of their import.
All the gestures and prayers surrounding the
essential rites instituted by Christ -- that is the celebration
of the Mass and the adminis;tra ti on of the Sacn.m.en ts, f'1 tly
interpret the action, and came down to us fran Christ H!msel:r.

,
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ttFor the Las t Supper,· says lfgr. Qlor-faux,
'.OUr Lord chose a large hall, richly furnished. Human geniua
.il! adopt this divine suggestion. eonforming to the ritual
of the synagogue, .Tesus had sung with Hi sapos tIes the grea. t
J{allel of thanksgi ving, the Ii turgieal aocompaniment to the ea.
ing of the Paschal Lamb. In this point, too, the Church will
lmitate her divine Vaster with enthusiasm. As on the evening
ot that Sacred Thursday, the Holy Saorifioe will be preeeded,
aacompanied and followed by readings, chants and prayers.
first, and above all, the prayer taught by Our Lord Himselt
.111 be chose·n; then, the inspired words of the Saored Scriptures. The Fa. there of the C'hurch, the doctors and the saint.
will be allowed to join in thi s sacred concert wi th their
II1stical interpre ta tiona. This divine poetry will not alway.
restrict itself to the ordinary tones of speech. Like other
.trong human ~eelings it too, will seek dramatio expression.A.side from its aesthetic perfection, the Holy
"crifice or Divine Drama, is unparalleled for its moral influenoe. tttrhe higbee t moral purpose a1med a t in the highest
. apecies of the drama, 1s the teachirg of the human heart, thrOtgi"
its sympathies and antipathies, the knowledge of itself. In
proportion to the possession of which knowledge, every human
being is wise, Just, sincere, tolerant and kind (Preface to
-aeuci- Shelley}.- The perfections of Christ, of Mary namaculB. te, of the Saints and Angels are revealed in their respective )[asses. Every man deduces his own moral for himself, aa
he becomes consoious of the inspira tions their virtues instill.
and immediately he sees himself in the light of thei~ per~
tections.
A drama fulfills its moral obligations if -as Sarcey saYI,-It is difficult not to take home with you a
wish to examine your conscience and a certain disquieting won4er as to the result. This is ~e sign by which we can know
a truly moral work.The Divine Drama fulfills this end to a surpassing degree, for the symbolism of its sacred 1"i tea and the
doctrine of its holy formulas are calculated to nourish spiritually the souls of the faithful with the hidden manna contained in its language and in the mysteries which they lignify.
When these are well understood, attendance at the Holy Sacritice can never be without good practical results. Faith will
be more lively, prayer more fervent, and the supernatural life
revived and increased in the souls of the faithful.
Now the dramatic character that
the entire liturgy must be kept in view for its
etandi~.
Thus for example, the entire service
Office, exequies, and lla.ss;-refers to the moment

runs through
right underfor the dea~ -of death and
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the imagination to the awful c~isis of separation been soul and body. The prayers of the Church for the one
::!ea.s ed represent him as in peril struggling agai'lst foes, up
.n the edge of the dismal pi t of endless woe. In the Offerory of the Mass; OUr Saviour is entreated -To saTe him from
ine lion's mouth, lest hell should swallow him up in darkness.
In the Gradual, he is implored to absol!e the dead from sin,
r,t'hat they may escape the Judgment of hi s vengeance;- and.
through the Office the versicle is repeated, -From the gates
.f hell snatch their souls. 0 Lord. - So, too, words of the
most solemn expression are put into the mouths of the departed,
Which represent them as still engaged in doubtful conquest.
jll this is exceedingly awful and beautiful, and tends to bear'
away the imagination and soul to that scene where the real
~ckoning between Justice and mercy takes place.

In like manner, and with the same beautiful
spirit, the Church prepares us during Advent for the cammemoration of OUr Lord's birth as though it were really yet to tak
pla.ce. We are not dryly exhorted to profit by the blessed
eTent and its solemnization; but we are daily made to sigh
with the Father of old -- -Send down they dew ye heaveDs fram
above, and let the clouds rain the Just One -- let the earth
be opened and bud forth the Redeemer.- The collects on three.
of the four Sundays of that season begin with the words -(' -x,ord, ra.ise up Thy power and came, - as though we feared our
iniquities would prevent his being born.
Th~ough the entire liturgy of that season, the
lame sentiment is kept alive, becoming more and more define~
as the festival approaches; the same ideal returns again and
again, until the very moment and circumstances of our Divine
Redeemer'. birth is expressed. The shepherds are desired in
poetical la.nguage to declare what they have se8u; and all the
glories of the day are represented to the soul as if aatual:ly
occurring.

In all this it is impossible not to recognize
the highest poetioal expression of the feelings, most suitable
to the event commemorated by carrying them back, with dramatic
pow~, to the scene itself.
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lfhepoetq of the Liturgy
It has been said by a recent writer, ~oetr,y
1 taught in all schools, men are born with a natural a.ppetite
:r it; and no~ one in a. thousand learns, nor one in a. hundred
~.r reads a llne when hl.s school days are ov&r (Rudiments o~
Criticism E. Greening Lamborn).This is a fact which must be admitted though
it reflects sadly on our educational insti tutions. In this
'aT of materialimn, many if not most of our school curricula
are shaped by the commercial spiri t which aims to develop
matter-of-fact minds. Only those subjects which have a
practical bearing on Tooational training are stressed to meet
the ever-quickening pace of life.
Now much can be said in favor of the mental
4iscipline of a certain amount of mechanical training, but
where it is the dominant note in an leducational system, there
is being erected an impenetrable burier to any growth or
ievelopment of the aesthetic senae. The seed of the tas-te fGr
poetry has small chance of evell "owing itself in such circ'UDl.tances. If it is given a place in such curricula, it is
treated in its technicalities, its essential beauty -- sublimity of thought, being ignored.
Pupils subject" to such a system are generally
1U1trained in the babi t of reflection and lihy of the mental eftort to sound the depth of its symbolic language. When the appral of the music of verse wears off, and this is 1neT1table,
because of the moods of man, many will become disgusted with
the emptiness of verse, the sublimi ty of thought contained 1n
its measured rhythm being beyond their interpre ta tion.
Poetry is necessary to the Chureh in her teaching capacity. for the great truths and mysteries of her religion mark the sublimest flights that thought can reach, and
poetry is the only adequate vehicle for the expression of
mystical thought. Mindful of man's tendency to mental sloth,
she forces the habit of reflecting on her truths. by incorporating their poeti~al version in her liturgy. where by their
regular recurrence, they are kept before the mind.

As has often been pointed out, the crhurchts
aim is to reach the whole man, and this she does in employing
all the arts. poetry being mistress - she uses it for; (I)
Its relation to music -- meterJ (2) Its relation to painting that is to say its picturing power, and in particular, its
employment of imagery, (3) Its relation to archi tecture -that is the structure -- the archi tectonic of the r-eat oems
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liturgy provide exhaustless matter for literary trainIt will be apposite here to show that liturgia1 poetr,y has even been the pivotal point ot most, if not
:11 the religious~literary productions from the beginning of
the Christian era. To praise God in public worship through
songs or hymns was a custom which the primitiye Christians
~rought wi th them from the Synagogue.
For that reason the
.~clesiastical songs of the Christians and the Jews in the
first centuries after Christ, are essentially similar. They
consisted mainly of the psalms and canticles of the Old and
New Testaments. The congregation (in contradistinction to the
cantors) took part in the service, it seems by intoning the
responses or refrains, single acclamations, the Doxologies,
the Alleluias, the Hosannas, and particularly the EYrie Eleison.
The writing of Christian hymns intended to
be sung in Christian congregations,W1s first undertaken to
counteract the activity of the heretics.
The Gnostics inaorporated their erroneous doctrine in beautiful hymns - and
as st. Kphraem says, -clothed the pest of depravation in the
garment of musical beauty. - As these hymns became popular an
antidote was needed. This induced St. Ephraem to write Syrian
hymns. His suceesa inspired st. Gregory of Nazianzen, to
counten\ct the he resy of the Ariana by Greek hymns. Thus the
very first attempt to enforce the teaching of the true dOctrin
was made through religious poems. For this reason Christian
verse, as it was called was written for the people, who in
those days, as has often been mentioned, took a much more
active and important part in the Li turgythan 1s now the case.
The wrl ters of the East held more to the pagan
classical style. However, deeply religious in tone, many o-r
them were adapted to non-Ii turgical uses. The abuse demanded
a revision of the hymnal in the ninth century. As a result
many verses were dropped from the liturgy in favor of the
canons, and many of the old hymns were -improved~ that is
mutilated.
-The Dies lrae, the Vexilla Regis, the Stabat
later, the Lauda Sian and the Pange Lingua are of incomparably
greater value to the Christian than the greatest pagan odes.
Howeve~, the study of the ancient classics and of christian
hymns may and should go hand in hand. Each has its own purpose; there is no quarrel betwee-n them. The one serves to cuI
tivE..te a delicate and refined taste, the other enkindles in
the sou.l the loftiest sentiments of religion. The study of th
former prepares one for a fuller and more generous enjoyment
of the latter (VIII., Page 8).-

- 48 From the very beginning Western poems were of'
. Tery different nature and were hymns in the more restricted
• nse of the word. They were incorporated into all parts of
.ee liturgy, to embody not only tr~ dogmatic but also the
~ possibilities of the Catholic teaching. Throughout suet: edint'.; centuri~e hymns have been added to the Ii turgy which
~ unrivalled ln all literature as to perspicacity, directe~s
and significance of 1mage~y for as Francis Turner Palnrac~ says in the preface to his -Treasury of Sacred Song ~owhere is the power and magic of poetry as an art more na
ally in place than when her inspirirlg muses are Faith, Hope,
and Love."

-The spirit of the liturgy· as Cardinal Newman
laid, -is poetry,- and it is for this reason that the Church
took the poets into her service and made poetry and song a
part of her mos t solemn ri tual. Po ens are re.,.d in the Jlase"
Hebrew poetry coupled 'Wi th newer Latin hymns, is the main burien of the Divine Office. The Great Saints and doctors contributed to her hymnology regarding it as a bit of pedagogical
intrigue to lure the people to deeper etudy of ritual. In doing this they made their firet .,.ppeal to the feelings and imag
ination -- and after purifying the emotions, to the reason.
In this way they persuade the mind to probe below the surface
or form of poetry -- to study the SUblime doctrine of its content. It is evident then, that liturgical poetry is of the
highest cultural value, because of its inherent power of playing upon the feelings, the imagina tion and the emotions -while at the same time, teaching the lofty truths of our religion.
Kuch of the knowledge required for the apprecai ti ve interpre ta ti on of the Ii tllrgy can only be gained gradually with the progress of onets general education. Political
and Social History - the sutdy of classical languages, of music
art, a.rchitecture, poetry, philosophy, dogmatic theology -ought to contribute toward forming a general capacity for interpreting the Ii turgy of the Church. Yet on the other hand,
tliose who are deprived of the advantages of education, find a
compendium of a true liberal education in the lit~gy. Taught
to follow it and to live it, as were the early Christians, they
learn What Jesus ahriet has taught -- and share the advantages
of the cultural training of the ritual which Jesus Christ left
to His Church to work out.
~ Bossuet says in the Preface to hie Cateehisme des Fetes, ·One of the principle ends which the Chureh
Bete before herself in the institution of feasts is the inBtruction of the faithful. The solemnities occur at different
times in order that we may thereby learn what God has deigned
to do for our salvation, and what we must do to lay hold ot it.

-~-

if Christians did nothing more than enter into the

t'of the Church's feasts, they would know every thing
ought to know, since they would find there both instrucand example."
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EDUCATIONAL VALUE OF THE LITURGY.

I have oarefully reviewed the thesis, entitled "Eduoaa.&. " , - -

1 Value of the Liturgy" whioh was submitted by Mabel
(R.S.C.J.) as a partial fulfillment of her degree of
of Arts.

The thesis as a whole is olear and coherent.

showS a thorough aoquaintanoe with the subjeot matter, a
amount of researoh work and an ability to bring her own
thought and opinions into

p~ay.

On the whole I am

the opinion that the thesis is very good.
J. J. O'Regan, 8.1.
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